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THE JOURNESE DIFFERENCE
Experience a whole new world tailored to your desires and discover the
Journese advantage. Below are key differentiating highlights.
Superior Service | Our knowledgeable Destination Specialists handcraft every aspect of each vacation

to ensure your experience is seamless and memorable. We provide personalized, tailored concierge service
throughout each journey – from the planning stages to the conclusion of your inspiring vacation.

World-Class Portfolio | From all-inclusive and adults-only resorts, boutique hotels, private villas,
homes and vacation rentals, to luxury cruises and train voyages, our exclusive four- and five-star portfolio
across more than 60 countries is filled with exquisite options. Offering all classes of air service, car rentals,
private transfers, enriching excursions including private options and guided vacations, our brand ensures
the highest quality products every step of the way.
The Complete Journey | Our travel experts pride themselves on blending unparalleled service with
our premier portfolio to provide you with a truly unforgettable vacation. Let us take care of the details so
you can enjoy peace-of-mind throughout the entire journey.
Celebrations of Distinction | Whether planning destination wedding travel or special large
or boutique group events such as family reunions, friends getaways or incentive travel, Journese can
handcraft every detail. From replenishment to adventure, let us customize the journey with exclusive
enhancements you’ll treasure forever.
Price & Availability | We pledge the best price for your inspiring journey. Should you find a lower

price on the identical vacation – we’ll match it – guaranteed.* Plus, enjoy the benefits of our real-time
rates, confirmations and availability, as well as our land protection plans with Cancel for Any Reason
waiver pre-departure coverage, allowing for a truly seamless experience.
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THE JOURNESE EUROPE
ADVANTAGE
Europe offers a wealth of extraordinary adventures, cultures and traditions
across the continent. Delight in the royal elegance of London, the fine dining
and couture of Paris, or the friendly pubs and castles of Ireland and Scotland.
Uncover the history and ancient ruins of Greece and Italy, and the artistic
heritage and architecture of the Netherlands, Germany, Istanbul and Prague.
Marvel at the majestic alps of Austria and Switzerland, the thermal waters of
Budapest and Reykjavik, and the glamorous beaches and vibrant cities of
Portugal, Spain, and Southern France. Explore the many wonders of Slovenia,
Montenegro, Croatia and Belgium for a memorable European journey.
Europe | Discover ancient cities and iconic ruins, sample celebrated wines and cuisine, and
experience the wonder and romance of legendary cities. Journese offers inspiring opportunities
in more than 80 cities and islands across Europe including luxury resorts, historic hotels, and
exquisite private resort residences and villas in Greece & Italy. Relish incredible ocean cruises
as well as along Europe’s iconic rivers and coastal towns on Scenic Luxury Cruises & Tours and
AmaWaterways; or delight in ocean voyages aboard Windstar Cruises’ stylish yachts. In addition,
travelers will enjoy a wealth of transportation options such as private transfers, hydrofoils and
trains, plus enriching activities including many private options, and added value promotions such
as daily breakfast, complimentary nights and special rates.

SPLIT
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AMSTERDAM

ISTANBUL

BRUSSELS

PRAGUE

CUSTOM-DESIGNED ITINERARIES
With expertly curated getaways and handcrafted itineraries, see the world just
as you desire. From intimate escapes to invigorating adventures, our Destination
Specialists will transform your dreams into reality. Visit Journese.com/itineraries for
more immersive day-by-day itineraries.
Art & Culture of Distinction in Italy & England

Enchanting Greece: Athens & Santorini

Days 1 – 2 	Rome, Italy | Arrive in Italy and relax in your private transfer
to your exquisite hotel in the Eternal City. Let an expert guide
reveal this incredible ancient city on the private Rome Highlights
& Colosseum Excursion, exploring the Piazza Navona, Fountain
of Rivers, Pantheon and Trevi Fountain before entering the
magnificent Colosseum.

Days 1 – 4

Day 3 	Rome | A sacred walled enclave of Rome, uncover centuries
of reverent glory on the private Vatican City Experience.
Admire the museums, Gallery of Tapestries and the Gallery of
Maps before entering the Sistine Chapel with Michelangelo’s
breathtaking ceiling, and explore St. Peter’s Basilica.
Days 4 – 7	Florence | Embark on a high-speed rail journey to your estate
hotel in Florence and the Tuscan countryside to spend the next
few days immersing in art and culture. Learn to prepare Tuscan
dishes with a private hands-on Cooking Lesson. Then, visit the
Piazza della Repubblica, Ponte Vecchio, and Michelangelo’s
David, along with masterpieces from Botticelli, da Vinci and
more on the Florence in a Day Excursion.
Days 8 – 11	London, England | Fly to London and check in to your luxury
hotel. Explore this regal capital city with visits to Parliament,
Big Ben and St. Paul’s Cathedral, plus the Tower of London as
you enjoy the private Royal London in a Day with Changing of
the Guard Excursion, including a Thames River cruise. Next,
uncover Windsor Castle’s royal secrets, and prestigious Oxford
University before tracing the steps of Neolithic ancestors at
Stonehenge on a private tour of Windsor, Stonehenge & Oxford.
On your last day, board your comfortable homebound flight.

Athens | Settle into your exquisite hotel with breathtaking
views of the fabled Acropolis before your city discovery.
Explore ancient and modern Athens on the private
Panoramic Athens & Acropolis Museum. Experience the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Presidential Palace, the
Temples of Nike and Erechtheion. The following day,
discover the Sanctuaries of Apollo and Athena, the village of
Arachova and the Castalian springs on the private full-day
Delphi Excursion.

Days 5 – 8 	Santorini | Enjoy a comfortable flight to Santorini and relax
on your scenic transfer to your intimate villa with private
plunge pool and stunning Caldera views. Epicurean delights
await on a private Cooking & Tasting Experience. Savor an
informative culinary journey with a hands-on lesson of
Santorini favorites with a local expert and a winery visit
with tastings. On your final evening, toast to the stunning
sunset from the deck of a luxury catamaran on the Santorini
Gems Sunset Cruise with views of Red Beach, Akrotiri and
the Ancient Lighthouse, as you begin planning your next
immersive vacation.
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CRUISES
Discover the enchanting wonders and hidden delights of Europe as gentle winds
carry you through its hypnotic waterways and ancient seas. Explore charming
villages, premium wine regions, centuries-old relics and time-honored traditions
amid stunning coastal beauty. From decadent staterooms and lavish amenities
to unique activities, onboard entertainment and exceptional shore excursions,
Journese is proud to offer discerning travelers truly memorable voyages.
Before or after your enchanting sea voyage, enhance your vacation with a
pre- or post-cruise stay. Lauding a wealth of exciting destinations across the
continent, complement your European getaway at any of Journese’ four- and
five-star portfolio resorts with bespoke amenities, enriching excursions and
private transfers to complete your all-encompassing getaway.

AmaWaterways
Indulge in centuries of history and culture as you sail for multiple wondrous nights on Europe’s ancient waterways on the luxurious river
ships of AmaWaterways. Inspiring generations of artists, poets and musicians, explore legendary ports of call from Amsterdam, Basel
and Nuremberg to Budapest, Luxembourg, Paris and beyond, as you drink up extraordinary scenery along such rivers as the Danube,
Main, Rhine, Dordogne, Duoro and other storied European rivers. Featuring inspiring themed itineraries and professionally guided shore
excursions, revel in impeccable onboard service, innovative staterooms, lavish amenities and critically acclaimed dining as you experience
the world from a whole new perspective.

AMAWATERWAYS
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AMAWATERWAYS

SCENIC LUXURY CRUISES & TOURS

WINDSTAR CRUISES

SCENIC LUXURY CRUISES & TOURS

WINDSTAR CRUISES

Scenic Luxury Cruises & Tours
An unsurpassed all-inclusive luxury cruise experience in a land of indelible culture and heritage, be witness to the unfolding tapestry
of Europe’s most illustrious countries and alluring cities aboard these impressive, cutting-edge ships. Extraordinary moments await
around every passing bend on a variety of intimate river cruises on the Danube, Moselle, Rhine, Rhône and Seine Rivers and through
the Bordeaux region. Or, embark on an ocean cruise exploring the beauty of the French and Italian Rivieras, the Scottish Isles, Western
Europe, the Mediterranean and more. Offering extraordinary multi-day itineraries, travel in grand style with signature butler service,
innovative technology, elegant suites, distinctive dining options and choice of enriching guided shore excursions for a spectacular journey
of adventure, wonder and discovery.
Windstar Cruises
Celebrated for small-ship cruising and intimate experiences, awaken your sense of wanderlust on Windstar Cruises’ small cruise ships
and four-masted sailing yachts. Make an entrance to the sea in luxury as you set sail on a multitude of itineraries for magical nights along
Europe’s historic trade routes. Delight in gracious staterooms and spacious suites, opulent amenities including WindSpa, watersports
platform, pool and whirlpools; plus superb gastronomy and legendary personal service. With fabled ports of call and secluded traditions,
discover delightful villages, medieval treasures, fjords and islands with exotic cultures and traditions carefully woven within the
cosmopolitan wonders of Northern Europe, the Baltics and Scandinavia region, and the enticing Mediterranean for a lifetime of memories.
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INNOVATIVE CHOICES
Discover a captivating world of history, tradition and culture in celebrated cities across
Europe. Journese provides exciting opportunities for an all-encompassing experience
including private resort residences, villas, luxury cruise voyages, train transportation
and private transfers, plus enriching excursions including private options and added
value promotions including daily breakfast, complimentary nights and special rates.

CRUISES
Toast a flute of champagne as you set sail upon an intimate voyage of discovery and enlightenment with three superb
boutique cruise options from Journese. Featuring multiple itineraries and pre- and post-cruise stays for both river and
ocean cruises aboard the elegant small ships of AmaWaterways, Scenic Luxury Cruises & Tours, and Windstar Cruises,
revel in Europe’s fascinating history, culture and traditions for an unparalleled cruising experience.

PRIVATE RESORT RESIDENCES & VILLAS
Celebrate the best of both worlds with the freedom and comforts of home combined with the pampering service and
premier benefits of a world-class resort with Journese’ private resort residences and villas. Luxuriate in a suite or villa
in Crete, Mykonos and Santorini with breathtaking sea views and pampering service, delighting in gourmet kitchens,
personal chefs, butler and private pool options. Peruse options on the islands of Greece on page 25, and an exquisite
option in Tuscany, Italy on page 36.

MYCONIAN UTOPIA, A MEMBER OF RELAIS & CHATEAUX | GREECE
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SCENIC LUXURY CRUISES & TOURS

WINDSTAR CRUISES

ROSEWOOD CASTIGLION DEL BOSCO | ITALY

AMAWATERWAYS

EUROPE

Overview | Europe bestows a storied
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collection of culture, history and tradition
amid diverse countries across the
continent. From noble castles to ancient
ruins, celebrated beaches and dramatic
coastlines to endless art, music, literature
and fine dining, there is something for
every traveler.

Insider tip | Consistently awarded the
Blue Flag for its beautiful pristine beach,
a visit to Elia Beach in Mykonos is a
must. In Crete, a hike through Samaria
Gorge Gates offers stunning sights more
than 980 feet tall, and when in Santorini,
explore Red Beach for its unique color,
dramatic red lava cliffs and sapphire sea.

Inclusions: A: Number of accommodations | AI: All-inclusive | AO: Adults-only | K: Kitchens/kitchenettes available | R: Private resort residences/villas available | S: Stairs only
T: Complimentary transfers | : Airport Hotel Awards: CNT: Condé Nast Traveler Gold List
Experiences: FD: Full-day, 7+ hours | HD: Half-day, 3 – 6 hours | D: Modest dress required | M: Meals included | T: Transfers included | + This age and over welcome

|
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HILTON VIENNA PLAZA | ✫✫✫✫ | Delight in 1920s Art Deco
style on the famed Ringstrasse, featuring Executive Level options,
elegant amenities, balcony city views, Austrian & international fare,
terrace, art collection | 254A
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SSE

HILTON VIENNA DANUBE WATERFRONT | ✫✫✫✫ | Modern &
inspiring, this family-friendly hotel offers Executive Level options with
stunning views, inviting waterfront terrace dining, seasonal outdoor
pool, children's amenities | 367A

VIENNA

8

TRA

VIENNA
ANDAZ VIENNA AM BELVEDERE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Influenced by
Vienna’s history & artistic culture, immerse in royal allure savoring
urban-style living, inspiring art, Viennese & Nordic gastronomy, rooftop
bar, wine hour, wellness center, baby amenities | 303A

SALZBURG

11
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SHERATON GRAND SALZBURG | ✫✫✫✫ | Adjacent to famed
Mirabell Gardens & Mirabell Palace, celebrate top floor ETAGE7
options with exquisite views, authentic Italian & Austrian fare, summer
terrace dining, piano bar, spa services | 168A

SE
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SEN

SALZBURG
HOTEL GOLDENER HIRSCH, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, SALZBURG | ✫✫✫✫ | Vaunting 600 years of history &
minutes from Mozart’s birthplace & Old Town, this luxe landmark
harmonizes vintage elegance & modern rustic chic featuring original
antiques, native rugs & authentic local cuisine | 70A
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Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.

Wachau, The Romantic Danube Valley
Discover charming villages and fabled medieval towns, with a boat
ride to Dürnstein, famous for the story of Richard the Lionheart's
imprisonment. Plus, enjoy the impressive sights of Scottish Abbey and
visit a local wine tavern. | FD, T

G

10 GRABEN
MIRABELL
GARDENS

Private Experiences

VIENNA
Vienna City Excursion & Schönbrunn Palace
Follow in the historical paths of dukes and emperors as you explore
Ringstrasse, St. Stephen's Cathedral, the former imperial summer
residence of Schönbrunn Palace and its royal apartments. | HD, T

HO

IN

PA

ZAC

Imbued with celebrated art and
classical music heritage amid elegant alpine
peaks, crystal-clear lakes and the Danube
River, experience it all. A German-speaking
country, discover wine taverns, beer gardens,
medieval castles and scenic villages.
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VIENNA
HOTEL BRISTOL, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, VIENNA |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Steps to the Vienna State Opera, immerse in opulent
Viennese enchantment, personalized service, chef-infused classics,
British-style afternoon tea, children's opera program | 150A
HOTEL IMPERIAL, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, VIENNA |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Home to the famous delectable Imperial Torte, this former
prince’s palace opened in 1873 & bestows impeccable accommodations,
butler service, haute cuisine, jazz nights, high tea | 138A
INTERCONTINENTAL® VIENNA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Moments from
Vienna State Opera, classical elegance awaits in Club InterContinental
options, contemporary restaurant, afternoon tea, spa | 458A
LE MÉRIDIEN VIENNA | ✫✫✫✫ | A chic hotel in central
Vienna, relax in newly designed style, innovative & surprising dishes,
champagne garden, indoor pool, spa services, impressive art collection,
live music & DJ | 294A
PARK HYATT VIENNA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Steps from famous fashion
shops & historic sites in a 100-year old bank building, sophistication
awaits with Masters of Food & Wine experiences, open-show kitchen,
afternoon tea, indoor pool, Arany Spa, baby amenities | 143A
THE RITZ-CARLTON, VIENNA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Graced on the iconic
Ringstrasse adjacent to Stadtpark, this 19th-century palace boasts club
level options, farm-to-table dining, chef ’s table, rooftop bar, indoor
pool with piped in music, holistic spa, children's program | 202A
VIENNA MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | An upscale experience
in the historic city center, unwind in refreshed style, M Club options,
Austrian delicacies, sports bar, live music, indoor pool, pampering spa,
children’s amenities | 328A

TIP: Visit the Vienna Secession Building to see The Beethoven
Frieze. Painted by Gustav Klimt in 1902, this incredible work of art
celebrates the famed composer.
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BELGI UM & CROAT I A

ATOMIUM

BELGIUM

Famous for its chocolates and
beers, discover celebrated street art, countless
museums and architectural marvels. Soak in
the sights of Brussels' charming city center,
visit a street café or quirky sculpture and
sample its world-famous brews.

CIMETIÈRE
DE BRUXELLES

BRUSSELS
GRAND PLACE
PALAIS DE BRUXELLES

Hotels

BRUSSELS
BRUSSELS MARRIOTT HOTEL GRAND PLACE | ✫✫✫✫ | This
welcoming hotel in the heart of the city offers Executive Level options,
thoughtful amenities, cityscape views, American-style steakhouse | 221A
HILTON BRUSSELS GRAND PLACE | ✫✫✫✫ | A prime location
close to the Grand Place & Avenue Louise, relax in Executive Level
options, chef-led Belgian-inspired cuisine, private dining experience,
children's amenities | 224A
RENAISSANCE BRUSSELS HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Chic, stylish
ambience awaits in the capital city with modern urban hospitality, club
level options, floor-to-ceiling windows, signature Belgian cuisine, indoor
pool, spa treatments | 238A
SHERATON BRUSSELS AIRPORT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Just steps
to the airport terminal, unwind in club level options, soundproof
guestrooms & suites, Sheraton Sleep Experience®, enriching amenities,
local cuisine | 294A, 

CROATIA

Steeped in rich cultural history
with ancient walled cities, enjoy picturesque
landscapes along the Adriatic Sea. Explore
rolling terrain leading to pebbly beaches and
sparkling waters, a treasure trove of renowned
museums and immersive open-air markets.

RIJEKA

ZAGREB
4-6

CROATIA

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
DUBROVNIK, SPLIT & ZAGREB
Dubrovnik: City Sightseeing
An insider’s view of daily life in Ragusa, learn the rich history and culture
of the Gothic-Renaissance architecture and Divona Palace. | HD, T
Split: National Park Plitvice Lakes
An adventurous day of hiking takes you to phenomenal waterfalls and
untouched nature at this UNESCO World natural heritage site. | FD, T

10 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7

SPLIT

DUBROVNIK

CR OATIA

C

Zagreb: Trakošćan and Varaždin
Explore the stunning Trakošćan Castle with its armory, furniture
collection and paintings, then drive to the Baroque city of Varaždin for
stunning landscapes and a homemade traditional lunch. | FD, M, T

Hotels

DUBROVNIK
HILTON IMPERIAL DUBROVNIK | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A historic hotel
near Old Town & overlooking famous fortresses, unwind in luxurious
Executive Level options, contemporary Dalmatian cuisine, terrace bar,
indoor pool, spa | 149A
RIJEKA
HILTON RIJEKA COSTABELLA BEACH RESORT & SPA |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Set along the Adriatic coast, this seafront haven boasts all
sea view accommodations, club level options, fine & casual Croatian
fare, beach dining, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, Himalayan salt room,
private beach | 194A
SPLIT
LE MÉRIDIEN LAV, SPLIT | ✫✫✫✫ | A modern hotel along the
Adriatic sea, enjoy seaside dining, BBQ dishes, indoor & outdoor
infinity pools, spa, kids club, beach access & club | 380A
ZAGREB
CANOPY BY HILTON ZAGREB CITY CENTER | ✫✫✫✫ | Stroll
or cruise on Canopy bikes to Zagreb’s Main Square & Upper Town from
this trendy rustic hub, complete with inspiring Mediterranean cuisine
& bar with small bites | 151A
SHERATON ZAGREB HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | The perfect hub to
discover the capital city’s culture & heritage, savor refined international
& Croatian cuisine, piano bar, wellness services & indoor pool | 306A
THE WESTIN ZAGREB | ✫✫✫✫ | Adjacent to the Mimara
Museum, stroll to the central Square from this towering hotel with
elegant accommodations, al fresco dining, handcrafted cocktails with
renowned mixologist, indoor pool, wellness center | 296A

TIP: Adventure abounds. Within this small country you’ll find 11
nature parks, 10 World Heritage sites and incredible coastlines,
ideal for breathtaking land, sea and river exploration.
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CZECH RE P UBLIC

PRAGUE

CZECH REPUBLIC

CHARLES BRIDGE
ST. NICHOLAS
CATHEDRAL

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
PRAGUE
Best Of Prague Walking Excursion
Stroll the streets with your guide uncovering the city, including Old Town
Square with its medieval Astronomical Clock, the iconic Charles Bridge
and the Lesser Quarter. | HD
Prague Castle Excursion
Discover Prague’s most iconic attraction with skip-the-line access, learning
about its monarch and unique architecture, visit St. George's Basilica and
stroll the idyllic Golden Lane. | HD

Hotels

PRAGUE
AUGUSTINE, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, PRAGUE |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Journey into history at this nuanced 13th-century
monastery featuring Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, local cuisine, bar with
restored baroque frescoes & its own historic brew, spa, Sundial Garden,
library, unique outdoor venue tours | 101A
HILTON PRAGUE OLD TOWN | ✫✫✫✫ | Set within the gates
of Old Town, close to landmarks & attractions, unwind in Art Deco
interiors, Executive Level options, innovative Czech dishes, indoor pool,
spa, fresh honey from rooftop beehives | 303A
PRAGUE MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Boasting modern elegance
near Old Town Square & Charles Bridge, enjoy contemporary, beautifully
designed accommodations, club level options, locally sourced fare,
modern coffee lounge | 416A
THE EMBLEM PRAGUE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | An intimate lifestyle
hotel, immerse in refined amenities, acclaimed American steakhouse,
swanky lounge areas, rooftop terrace, spa & wellness center, art walks &
expansive gallery | 59A
THE MOZART PRAGUE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Shrouded in lavish luxury,
walk in the steps of Mozart as you experience Prague’s magical history,
featuring dramatic river & Charles Bridge views, notable frescoes &
artworks, creative international cuisine, spa | 70A
4

TIP: The Garden of Ramparts connects the Lesser Town to Prague
Castle through hidden gardens, private stairways and secret paths
leading to stunning city views.
12 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7
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Step back in
time to Prague, delighting in the Old Town
Square with its famous astronomical clock
and charming districts, plus discover medieval
castles, grand palaces, gothic churches and
the saint-lined Charles Bridge.

ENGLAND

ENGLAND
YORK

LIVERPOOL

52 - 53

MANCHESTER

1-4

Regal and vivacious, explore
iconic landmarks, stunning palaces, historic
museums, theaters and art galleries amid worldclass shopping and Michelin star chef dining.

Private Experiences

49 - 50

ENGLAND

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

51

LONDON

5 - 48

LIVERPOOL, LONDON & YORK
Liverpool: Beatles Liverpool Walking Experience | Follow in the
footsteps of John, Paul, George and Ringo from schoolboy haunts and
favorite pubs to worldwide Beattlemania. | 2.5HRS
London: Harry Potter Inspired London | A guided experience for
magic-believing muggles, board a black cab for a drive to several filming
locations including the Borough Market, Platform 9¾, Millennium Bridge
and Diagon Alley. | HD
London: London in a Day | See the sights of Parliament, Big Ben,
Westminster Abbey, St. Paul’s Cathedral and Tower of London, then view
the city sites from a Thames River cruise. | FD, T
London: Windsor, Stonehenge & Bath Experience | Immerse in
900 years of royalty at Windsor Castle, the world’s largest inhabited castle,
before exploring the mysteries of Stonehenge. Then, visit Bath, noted for
its ancient Roman baths and 18th-century architecture. | FD, T

E

York: Walking Tour of York | Stroll through ancient city streets
viewing the historic Roman column, Multangular Tower, the Shambles
and museum gardens, with a cool drink at the old engine house. | 2.5HRS

Hotels

LIVERPOOL
ALOFT LIVERPOOL | ✫✫✫✫ | Minutes from the Beatles famous
Cavern Club & Liverpool ONE shopping complex, this sleek Edwardian
landmark offers luxe platform beds, New York-style restaurant & bar | 116A
1

2

HILTON LIVERPOOL CITY CENTRE | ✫✫✫✫ | Located near the
famed Royal Albert Dock & Liverpool ONE, savor riverfront views,
Executive Level options, imaginative dishes at The Exchange, afternoon
tea, summer terrace | 151A
HOTEL INDIGO® LIVERPOOL | ✫✫✫✫ | A stylish boutique hotel
steps to the River Mersey, discover colorful Executive Club Level options,
signature murals, English steakhouse, laid-back lounge | 151A
LIVERPOOL MARRIOTT HOTEL CITY CENTRE | ✫✫✫✫ | The
perfect St. George's Quarter location to explore Liverpool’s coveted
attractions, unwind in modern comforts, breakfast at Oliver’s, drinks &
grilled favorites at The Brew Bar Lounge | 215A

3

4

13

43
,4
4
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LONDON
100 QUEEN'S GATE HOTEL LONDON, CURIO COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A classy Victorian-style Kensington hotel close
to Harrods, delight in fashionable accommodations, Belgian fare, atrium
botanical-themed afternoon tea | 228A

13

16 17
25

34

COVENT GARDEN

PICCADILLY
CIRCUS 48

21 19
15 31
HYDE
18
PARK
14 28

ANDAZ LONDON LIVERPOOL STREET | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Housed in
a stunning 1884 Victorian building, indulge in spacious guestrooms &
suites, international dining, sushi restaurant, afternoon tea, evening wine
& appetizers, library, in-room spa treatments | 267A
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35 39
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THAMES

20

5

6

7

8

HILTON LONDON TOWER BRIDGE | ✫✫✫✫ | A prime location
for sightseeing & ideal for families, bask in Executive Level options, open
kitchen dining, stylish TwoRuba Bar, onsite gin distillery | 248A
HOTEL XENIA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ | Merging
Kensington chic & 19th-century style, enjoy graceful guestrooms &
suites, notable chef dining, Italian fare, rooftop terrace, Living Wall Bar,
afternoon tea classes | 99A

9

HYATT REGENCY LONDON - THE CHURCHILL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Exuding sophistication in London’s West End, revel in Regency Club
options, Churchill-inspired design, renowned art exhibits, Michelin star
chef dining, afternoon tea, outdoor terrace, private garden access, inroom spa treatments | 440A

TIP: Westminster Abbey features a stained glass window to celebrate
the reign of Her Majesty The Queen. The window reflects The Queen's
deep affection for her country with a vivid scene.
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46 LONDON

LONDON

GREAT SCOTLAND YARD HOTEL – UNBOUND COLLECTION
BY HYATT | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Steps to Covent Garden, this legendary British
hotel boasts timeless stately guestrooms & suites, innovative touches,
original art, Michelin star chef dining, whiskey bar, afternoon tea
including a dog friendly tea option | 152A
H10 LONDON WATERLOO | ✫✫✫✫ | A stylish hotel near city
sites, revel in light, modern guestrooms, inspiring London views,
rooftop Waterloo Sky Bar, Mediterranean cuisine | 177A

22

BIG BEN/HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT

BANKSIDE HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Graced along the riverbank, refresh in chic, art-themed living spaces,
original artwork, casual dining at Art Yard Bar & Kitchen, outside
terrace, library | 161A
CONRAD LONDON ST. JAMES | ✫✫✫✫✫ | On the doorstep of
iconic sites & located in former Queen Anne’s chambers, immerse in
British hospitality, Executive Level options, spacious modern interiors, art
collection, contemporary British cuisine, pub, afternoon tea | 256A

ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL

14

ENGLAND

15

LONDON
INTERCONTINENTAL® LONDON PARK LANE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
A prime city center location amid the boutiques of Mayfair, immerse in
Club InterContinental & individually designed suite options, renowned
Italian chef cuisine, bar with Wellington Arch views, afternoon tea, spa,
children's activities | 447A
16

JW MARRIOTT GROSVENOR HOUSE LONDON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Once the home of dukes, now a Mayfair landmark for celebrated guests,
revel in historic grandeur, Executive Level options, Hyde Park views,
notable steakhouse, acclaimed cuisine, terrace dining, 300+ rare, preprohibition bourbons, afternoon tea, children’s amenities | 494A
KIMPTON FITZROY LONDON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Regal & luxurious
overlooking Russell Square, this majestic landmark vaunts spacious
opulence, innovative elements, Michelin star chef dining, afternoon tea,
bicycles, Dog Concierge | 334A

17

L’OSCAR LONDON | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Lavishness unites the simple
pleasures in this architectural Covent Garden jewel, boasting historic
appointments, spirited interiors, Michelin star chef dining, live music,
secret garden | 39A
LONDON HILTON ON PARK LANE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Overlooking
Hyde Park with classically styled accommodations, delight in Executive
Level & family options, modern British cuisine with 360° views, 28thfloor bar, Confessions of a Chocoholic afternoon tea, spa | 453A
18

19

LONDON MARRIOTT GROSVENOR SQUARE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Graced in Mayfair close to Hyde Park & Oxford Street shopping, relax
in club level options, refined amenities, Gordon Ramsay dining venues,
acclaimed 1920s-inspired speakeasy bar, private garden | 237A
LONDON MARRIOTT HOTEL COUNTY HALL | ✫✫✫✫ | On the
banks of the River Thames across from the Houses of Parliament & next
to the London Eye, unwind in M Club Lounge & family options, historic
touches, contemporary artworks, classic steakhouse, gin bar, afternoon tea,
indoor pool | 206A

20

LONDON MARRIOTT HOTEL PARK LANE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Immerse
in stunning Hyde Park views from this West End boutique-inspired gem,
featuring Executive Level options, British fare, afternoon tea, indoor pool,
spa treatments | 157A
22 LOST PROPERTY ST. PAUL’S LONDON, CURIO COLLECTION
BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ | Eclectic & vibrant, sophisticated & luxurious
close to famous attractions, celebrate your London escape in distinctive
surroundings, St. Paul’s Cathedral views, British & French fare,
coffeehouse, children’s amenities | 145A

21

22

23 ME LONDON | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 | An urban escape, savor ME+ service,
cutting-edge design, balconies, in-room media hub, Radio Rooftop Bar
with outdoor terrace, STK London restaurant, atrium | 157A
24 MELIÁ WHITE HOUSE LONDON | ✫✫✫✫ | Set adjacent to
Regent’s Park near Oxford Street shopping, enjoy The Level & family
options, British-Spanish fusion flavors, Balance by Meliá Programme,
children’s amenities, art gallery | 581A

23

24

15
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25

LONDON
25 MIDDLE EIGHT | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 | A vibrant Covent Gardens location,
escape to refined luxury, ultramodern amenities, Italian-inspired
gastronomy, modern speakeasy, live music, afternoon tea, personal
trainer services | 180A
ONE ALDWYCH | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Savor London’s culture, entertainment
& shopping from this British sanctuary offering posh amenities, signature
suites, elegant dining, afternoon tea including Charlie & the Chocolate
Factory option, indoor pool, spa, children’s amenities | 101A

26

SHANGRI-LA THE SHARD, LONDON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Exalting 18
swanky floors beginning on the 34th level of The Shard skyscraper, revel in
butler service, 360° view culinary experiences, infinity skypool & sky sauna,
Level 52 GŎNG Bar, afternoon tea, bespoke wellness treatments | 202A
SHERATON GRAND LONDON PARK LANE | ✫✫✫✫ | A timeless
1920s grand dame in fashionable Mayfair, celebrate park views from
elegant club level options, Art Deco facets, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge,
rustic Italian fare, traditional English Tea | 305A

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

ST. ERMIN’S HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ | A
fusion of past & present, this family-friendly great house bestows grand
staircases, garden terrace dining, classic British fare, tea lounge, kids club,
secret tunnel to UK Parliament building, WW2 memorabilia | 332A
ST. MARTINS LANE LONDON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Vaunting integrating
artistry & decadent living, immerse in inspirational designer living
spaces, inventive European-Eastern fusion fare, summer terrace dining,
afternoon tea, craft coffee bar, late-night speakeasy, Gymbox Covent
Garden fitness studio access | 204A
THE BILTMORE MAYFAIR, LXR HOTELS & RESORTS |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Emulating British gentry lifestyle, experience the high
life at this Grosvenor Square treasure featuring impeccable interiors &
amenities, butler service, Michelin star chef dining, Pine Bar, tea lounge,
live music, Bentley Experience | 307A
32 THE CADOGAN, A BELMOND HOTEL LONDON | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Situated in the heart of Chelsea, delight in suite options, European
café-restaurant with terrace, afternoon tea, spa, access to Cadogan Place
Gardens & tennis courts, library | 54A

THE GUARDSMAN BUCKINGHAM GATE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Stroll to
Buckingham Palace from this luxe boutique hotel, boasting refined service
& appointments, bespoke amenities, seasonally focused menus, 250
whisky selections, afternoon tea | 59A
THE LONDON EDITION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | This historic building resides
on the outskirts of Soho & boasts distinctive yacht-inspired design, family &
terrace options, Michelin star chef dining, exclusive Punch Room bar | 173A
THE PARK TOWER KNIGHTSBRIDGE, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, LONDON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Stroll to Hyde Park from this
distinguished hotel featuring butler service, handcrafted furnishings,
seasonal outdoor terrace, Highland Wagyu menu, afternoon tea including
chocolate option, whiskey bar, private training & yoga sessions | 271A
THE PELHAM LONDON – STARHOTELS COLLEZIONE |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Colorfully royal mixed with a glamourous country flair in
South Kensington, discover exquisite interiors & posh amenities, Les Clefs
d’Or Concierge, Michelin star chef Italian cuisine, afternoon tea | 52A

16 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7

37

38

ENGLAND

LONDON
37 THE TRAFALGAR ST. JAMES LONDON, CURIO COLLECTION
BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ | Discover boutique luxury with illuminating
accommodations, family guestrooms, unique artwork, rooftop bar | 131A
38 THE WALDORF HILTON, LONDON | ✫✫✫✫ | A Covent Garden
location, refresh in Edwardian luxury, Executive Level options, stylish
dining, 1920s-themed bar, afternoon tea with pianist & harpist, indoor
pool, sauna & steam room | 298A

39

49

51

39 THE WELLESLEY KNIGHTSBRIDGE, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, LONDON | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Regal Art Deco style awaits with butler
service, Italian fare, 1920s Crystal Bar, live jazz, afternoon tea, cognac
experiences | 36A

50

52

ALSO OFFERING
40 CANOPY BY HILTON HOTEL LONDON CITY | ✫✫✫✫
41 HOTEL INDIGO® LONDON - KENSINGTON | ✫✫✫✫
42 HOTEL INDIGO® LONDON - TOWER HILL | ✫✫✫✫
43 RENAISSANCE LONDON HEATHROW HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | 
44 SHERATON SKYLINE HOTEL LONDON HEATHROW | ✫✫✫✫ | 
ST. PANCRAS RENAISSANCE HOTEL LONDON | ✫✫✫✫
THE DIXON, TOWER BRIDGE, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫
THE WESTIN LONDON CITY | ✫✫✫✫1/2
W LONDON | ✫✫✫✫
MANCHESTER
HOTEL INDIGO® MANCHESTER - VICTORIA STATION | ✫✫✫✫ |
Distinctively unique, revel in laid back energy & culturally rich experiences
from this modern Victorian hotel, offering vibrant décor, stylish amenities,
locally sourced fare, afternoon tea | 187A
MANCHESTER MARRIOTT VICTORIA & ALBERT HOTEL |
✫✫✫✫ | Positioned close to sports activities, entertainment & attractions
along the banks of River Irwell, marvel at exposed-beamed ceilings,
riverfront terraces, classics & plant-based fare, BBQ/picnic area | 148A

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
HOTEL INDIGO® STRATFORD UPON AVON | ✫✫✫✫ | Explore
Shakespeare’s stomping grounds & famous theater from this refurbished
16th-century tudor, graced with eccentric elegance in 3 distinct room
designs, unique accents, field-to-fork dining | 93A

53

YORK
HOTEL INDIGO® YORK | ✫✫✫✫ | Home to medieval walls, timber
frames & acclaimed artisan chocolates, discover York’s history from plush
boutique accommodations, spa-inspired baths, rustic pizza outlet & local
craft beers | 103A
THE GRAND, YORK | ✫✫✫✫ | A family-friendly luxury hotel, bask in
bespoke amenities, immersive open-kitchen dining, The 1906 Bar, indoor
pool, luxe wellness spa afternoon tea, cookery school | 207A
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FRANCE

Indulge in the world-class cuisine,
haute couture and artistic treasures in Paris, plus
the decadence of the French Riviera, the wine
regions in Bordeaux and more.
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PARIS

3 - 29

FRANCE

Small Group & Private Experiences
Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.

BORDEAUX & PARIS
Bordeaux: Small Group Wine & Cheese Pairing | Discover the
underground vaulted “100 Cheese Cellar” in a fun and informative
atmosphere savoring a wide range of flavors and aromas of cheeses with
bread and paired perfectly with regional Bordeaux wines. | 1.5HRS, 18+

LYON
BORDEAUX
AIX EN PROVENCE 30
MARSEILLE 35

CANNES

31 - 33

Paris: Private Paris by Night with Seine River Cruise | Begin
with a small-group cruise down the Seine River with iconic Eiffel Tower
views, then with your private guide stroll the city’s neighborhoods from
the vibrant city center to the artsy Latin Quarter. | HD
Paris: Private The Louvre Museum for Families | A perfect family
experience with a child-friendly expert and skip-the-line access, view the
Mona Lisa and Venus de Milo, plus wander the labyrinth of 300 rooms
uncovering hidden gems. | 2.5HRS
Paris: Private Versailles Palace & Gardens | Be introduced to the
splendor of this royal palace with its impressive architecture, works of art
and period furniture. Then, relish the peaceful beauty of its extravagant
gardens and fountains. | HD
Paris: Small Group Eiffel Tower with Summit | Explore all three
levels of this iconic landmark during a climbing experience including the
first level’s glass deck, second floor Observation deck and elevator ride to
the summit for spectacular city vistas. | 2.5HRS

Hotels & Resorts

BORDEAUX
INTERCONTINENTAL® BORDEAUX LE GRAND HOTEL |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | A stately presence in the heart of Bordeaux, unwind in
19th-century grandeur with discerning décor, Gordon Ramsay Michelin
star dining, rooftop bar, indoor pool, pampering Guelain Spa, afternoon
tea, children’s activities | 130A
LYON
INTERCONTINENTAL® LYON - HOTEL DIEU | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
A landmark hotel on the banks of the Rhône River, delight in bi-level
options, classic Italian fare, terrace lounge, Le Dôme bar, 236-foot high
Soufflot dome, spa | 144A

18 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7
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PARIS
HILTON PARIS OPERA | ✫✫✫✫ | Set in the lively Opéra District,
immerse in classic Parisian elegance with chandeliers & granite columns,
Executive Level options, seasonal dishes | 268A
HÔTEL DU COLLECTIONNEUR | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Minutes from
the Arc de Triomphe, bask in the fine art of living in elegant Art Deco
styling, Executive Level options, Japanese & Mediterranean fusion fare,
spa, hammam | 487A
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HOTEL DU LOUVRE – UNBOUND COLLECTION BY HYATT |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Located next to the Louvre Museum, this illustrious hotel
boasts landmark views, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, brasserie with terrace
dining, stunning glass roof bar, botany-inspired cocktails | 164A
HOTEL NAPOLÉON CHAMPS ELYSÉES PARIS | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Prestigious guestrooms, family options, butler service, Les Clefs d’Or
Concierge, contemporary terrace bar & spa await near the famed
Parisian boulevard & Parc Monceau | 96A
HÔTEL SPLENDIDE ROYAL PARIS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | An elegant
19th-century-built mansion steps to the Champs-Élysées, revel in
magnificence at this historic all-suite mini-palace, complete with
bespoke services, chic Italian cuisine, rooftop views, in-room spa
treatments, complimentary bicycles | 12A
HYATT PARIS MADELEINE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Set in the hub of haute
couture, delight in Eiffel Tower views, designer décor, Eiffel glass roof,
Gustave Eiffel Historical Monument, refined Parisian cuisine, in-room
spa treatments | 85A
INTERCONTINENTAL® PARIS LE GRAND | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Opened
in 1862, experience opulent living in rooftop signature suites, Club
InterContinental options, Opera Garnier views, acclaimed dining, spa,
herb tea room, winter garden | 470A

7

8

KIMPTON ST. HONORÉ PARIS | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Timeless & divine
replete with designer-savvy sensibilities, celebrate curated amenities,
California-French fusion-style dining, 360° views from rooftop bar &
garden, indoor pool, spa, complimentary classic & electric bicycles | 149A
LE DOKHAN'S, PARIS ARC DE TRIOMPHE, A TRIBUTE
PORTFOLIO HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Exuding dramatic style & a short stroll
to the Eiffel Tower, delight in Parisian chic accommodations, classic bar,
authentic works of art, custom-made fragrance | 45A

9

10

11

TIP: Invented at Ladurée in 1931, the macaron is still the rage of
Paris, and you must try the original. Ladurée is the city's premier
patisserie and chocolatier, selling up to 15,000 macarons daily.
19
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PARIS
LE METROPOLITAN, PARIS TOUR EIFFEL, A TRIBUTE
PORTFOLIO HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Minutes to the Trocadero Gardens
& Champs-Élysées, experience upscale accommodations, Eiffel Tower
views, refined French dining, indoor wave pool, spa | 48A
PARIS MARRIOTT CHAMPS ELYSEES HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Mastering the art of refined luxury on the famed avenue, revel in family
guestroom options, marble baths, terrace bistro dining, 7-story skylight
in Bar Atrium | 192A
PARK HYATT PARIS-VENDÔME | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Relish modern
décor fused with classic Parisian elegance, in-suite spa concept options,
Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, Michelin star chef dining, Chef ’s Table, spa,
hammam, whirlpool | 156A
PRINCE DE GALLES, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, PARIS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Located on Avenue George V, enjoy specialty suite options,
Art Deco design, timeless elegance, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, Michelin
star chef dining, 1920s-style cognac bar, courtyard dining, elegant
Sunday brunch, wellness suite | 159A
RENAISSANCE PARIS ARC DE TRIOMPHE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
On the doorstep of the Arc de Triomphe and beyond, immerse in the
joie de vivre spirit in sleek serenity, floor-to-ceiling windows, family &
balcony options, seasonal terrace dining, Mediterranean fare | 118A
RENAISSANCE PARIS NOBEL TOUR EIFFEL HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ |
From the Eiffel Tower to the Champs Élysées, experience everything
Paris at this elegant boutique-styled hotel, savoring sumptuous amenities,
family options, French-inspired cuisine, private lush gardens | 122A
SHANGRI-LA PARIS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Walk in noble footsteps in this
former palace, boasting French-Asian grandeur, stunning Eiffel Tower
& Seine River views, open terraces, butler service, Michelin star Chinese
restaurant, botanical cocktails, indoor pool, spa, secret garden | 100A
THE WESTIN PARIS - VENDÔME | ✫✫✫✫ | This ideally located
grand hotel close to the Louvre & Place Vendôme features classic design,
Heavenly® Beds, Brasserie-style cuisine, international fare, cozy bar,
seasonal outdoor terrace | 428A

ALSO OFFERING
CANOPY BY HILTON PARIS TROCADERO | ✫✫✫✫
HILTON PARIS CHARLES DE GAULLE AIRPORT | ✫✫✫✫ | 
22 HOTEL BANKE OPERA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2
23 HÔTEL DE BERRI CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, PARIS | ✫✫✫✫✫
24 HOTEL INDIGO® PARIS - OPERA | ✫✫✫✫
25 INTERCONTINENTAL® PARIS – CHAMPS-ELYSÉES ETOILE |
✫✫✫✫1/2
26 MAISON ASTOR PARIS, CURIO COLLECTION BY HILTON |
✫✫✫✫
27 PARIS MARRIOTT OPERA AMBASSADOR HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫
28 RENAISSANCE PARIS VENDOME HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫
29 SHERATON PARIS AIRPORT HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTRE |
✫✫✫✫ | 
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SOUTH OF FRANCE
AIX-EN-PROVENCE | HOTEL OFFERED
RENAISSANCE AIX-EN-PROVENCE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫
CANNES
31 HÔTEL MARTINEZ – UNBOUND COLLECTION BY HYATT |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Poised on the shores of the Riviera, celebrate with Art
Deco-inspired spaces, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, Michelin star chef
dining, outdoor garden terrace, retro Martinez bar, spa, kids club, live
music, private beach with Beach Club | 409A
32 INTERCONTINENTAL® CARLTON CANNES | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 |
Featuring timeless elegance fused with Hollywood glamour &
contemporary chic living overlooking the sea, experience Provencal
gourmet al fresco dining, swanky bar, seasonal beach club | 343A

31

33 JW MARRIOTT CANNES | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 | Steps from the Bay of
Cannes on La Croisette, bask in gorgeous luxury with family & balcony
options, floor-to-ceiling windows, modern Italian dining, rooftop bar &
pool, partner restaurant on Palais Stéphanie Beach | 261A

CAP D'AIL | HOTEL OFFERED
34 RIVIERA MARRIOTT HOTEL LA PORTE DE MONACO | ✫✫✫✫

32

33

MARSEILLE
35 INTERCONTINENTAL® MARSEILLE - HOTEL DIEU | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
A regal 18th-century historical icon, revel in landmark & Vieux Port
views, Michelin star chef dining, chic brasserie, indoor pool, spa,
hamman, family services | 194A
NICE
36 HYATT REGENCY NICE PALAIS DE LA MÉDITERRANÉE |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Facing the Mediterranean, relax in style with sea or city
views, Art Deco design, Le Clefs d’Or Concierge, seafront terrace
dining, tapas menu, Chef ’s Table, piano bar, indoor & outdoor pools,
Turkish bath, beach access, electric scooters | 187A

35

36

37 LE MÉRIDIEN NICE | ✫✫✫✫ | Soak up the sun, endless sea views
& stimulating French Riviera lifestyle from this modern hotel featuring
family guestrooms, rooftop terrace bar & restaurant, rooftop pool, spa,
live music, tea experience | 318A

MONACO Gracefully set along the

French Riviera, this principality is brimming
with glamour, luxury skyscrapers, upscale
casinos and a yacht-lined harbor.

Resort

37

38

MONTE CARLO
38 LE MÉRIDIEN BEACH PLAZA | ✫✫✫✫ | Boasting a private
beach along the Mediterranean Sea, experience lively nightlife from this
luxurious sanctuary with beachfront dining, thatched-roof bar, indoor &
outdoor pools, private pier, beachside spa services, cooking & mixology
classes, Unlock Art™ program | 403A

21
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GERMANY

A country of distinction,
experience diverse landscapes, art and
culture amongst historical landmarks, beer
gardens, Oktoberfest and Bavarian heritage.

NORTH
SEA

HAMBURG
19 - 20
BERLIN
1 - 13

GERMANY

Private Experiences

FRANKFURT
14 - 18

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
BERLIN
Berlin in a Day | Experience six decades of history including the
Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag, the Holocaust Memorial, Hilter’s Bunker,
Berlin Wall and the Jewish quarter. | HD, T

STUTTGART 25

24 NUREMBURG

MUNICH

TIC
RIA
AD SEA

Schloss Charlottenburg Palace & Gardens | Delight in this
fairytale palace originally built as a summer retreat for the first Queen
of Prussia with exquisite gardens and intriguing history. | HD

21 - 23

VIP Potsdam by Car | Venture through East Berlin to explore
Schloss Cecilienhof Palace, then visit Alexandrowka, Statsi Prision and
the beautiful Dutch quarter. | HD

Hotels
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INTERCONTINENTAL® BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Adjacent to
Tiergarten Park, stroll to Brandenburg Gate from this upscale urban
hotel boasting sumptuous Club InterContinental options, butler service,
scenic Michelin star chef dining, indoor pool, spa | 558A

4

ST.

CHECKPOINT
CHARLIE

SE

SS

HOTEL AM STEINPLATZ, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫ | Art Deco influences & stylish modern luxury exude
throughout this Charlottenburg gem, featuring polished
accommodations & amenities, chef-team-led fare, acclaimed bar,
rooftop spa | 87A

22 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7

REICHSTAG

RE

HILTON BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫ | On Berlin’s historic Gendarmenmarkt
square, relax in Executive Level options, city or Reichstag dome views,
regional specialties, dining with a view, indoor pool, spa | 601A

HA

BRANDENBURG
GATE

ST

BERLIN
BERLIN MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | In the heart of Berlin’s
bustling downtown, delight in contemporary Executive Level options,
city views, American-inspired steakhouse, The Big Dog hot dog & craft
beer outlet, indoor pool | 379A

BERLIN

GER M ANY

6

BERLIN
REGENT BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫✫ | An epitome of refinement set
against a backdrop of historical & cultural sights, indulge in bespoke
appointments, sensuous sanctuaries, French balconies, fine dining,
outdoor summer lounge, afternoon tea, spa | 195A
SHERATON BERLIN GRAND HOTEL ESPLANADE | ✫✫✫✫ |
Located near Tiergarten, this polished lifestyle hotel features soaring
architecture, comfortable guestrooms & suites, club level options,
crossover cuisine, international drinks | 394A
7

8

THE RITZ-CARLTON, BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A Potsdamer Platz
jewel exuding Art Deco chic, unwind with club level options, German
cuisine, innovative Fragrances concept bar, roaring 20s-inspired bar,
tea sommelier, indoor pool, spa, children’s activities, Secret Champagne
Garden, summer pop-up bar | 303A
THE WESTIN GRAND, BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫ | Discover the vibrant
life of Berlin from this refreshing family-friendly hotel with balcony
& spa suite options, historic décor, regional organic dishes, terrace
lounge, spa, bicycles | 400A
WALDORF ASTORIA BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Art Deco meets
upscale chic at this city oasis, boasting family & balcony options,
marble baths, Mediterranean cuisine, 15th-floor Library Lounge,
afternoon tea, indoor pool, spa | 232A

9

ALSO OFFERING
HOTEL INDIGO® BERLIN - KU'DAMM | ✫✫✫✫
HOTEL LUC, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫
MELIÁ BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫
RIU PLAZA BERLIN | ✫✫✫✫
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT AIRPORT MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Enjoy
direct airport & train connections as you revive in M Club & family
options, international fare, massage & wellness day spa | 233A, 

14

15

HILTON FRANKFURT AIRPORT | ✫✫✫✫ | Housed in The
Squaire building adjacent to Terminal 1, experience family & Executive
Level options, RISE restaurant, tapas at The FIFTH Lounge & Bar,
sauna & steam room, train access to the city center | 249A, 
HILTON FRANKFURT CITY CENTER | ✫✫✫✫ | A city center
location minutes to Alter Oper, discover spacious family & Executive
Level options, park-view terrace dining, local & international fare,
cigar & whiskey bar, indoor pool, sauna, spa | 342A

ALSO OFFERING
SHERATON FRANKFURT AIRPORT HOTEL AND
CONFERENCE CENTER | ✫✫✫✫ | 
THE WESTIN GRAND FRANKFURT | ✫✫✫✫
16

TIP: Beer fans are in for a treat with more than 7,000 varieties
brewed in more than 1,300 breweries. Beer can be consumed in
public places like parks and streets and there is even a word for
“take away” beer … wegbier.
23
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20

19

HAMBURG
LE MÉRIDIEN HAMBURG | ✫✫✫✫ | Graced on the Alster River
in chic St. Georg district, savor nautical serenity, soothing water views
from floor-to-ceiling windows, terrace & bi-level suite options, rooftop
restaurant & bar, indoor pool, Le SPA, wine tastings | 275A
THE WESTIN HAMBURG | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Located in the sleek
Elbphilharmonie concert venue along the Elbe River, delight in ultramodern living, panoramic city & port views, North German cuisine,
hip BLICK bar, champagne bar, vegan high tea, indoor pool, Heavenly®
Spa, picnics | 244A
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TIP: With a picture perfect alps backdrop, the Neuschwanstein Castle
is a film maker's dream, having appeared in many films including Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang and The Great Escape.
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MUNICH AIRPORT

NUREMBERG
LE MÉRIDIEN GRAND HOTEL NUREMBERG | ✫✫✫✫ | A host
to celebrated guests minutes from old town, this former farmhouse
boasts upscale appointments & amenities, Restaurant Brasserie,
Parisian pastries, musical & murder mystery dinner shows, sauna,
massage services | 190A
STUTTGART
LE MÉRIDIEN STUTTGART | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | The ideal setting to
explore designer shops, the famed car museums, cultural highlights &
more, revel in contemporary comfort, prime steakhouse, food pairing
concept bar, terrace BBQs, indoor pool, Le SPA | 293A

AR

ENGLISH
GARDEN

IS

21

LE MÉRIDIEN MUNICH | ✫✫✫✫ | Steps from the famed
Maximilianstrasse boulevard, this relaxing escape offers chic & bright
guestrooms & suites, Bavarian cuisine, beer garden, inner courtyard,
indoor pool, spa | 381A
THE WESTIN GRAND MUNICH | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | The perfect hub
to explore Bavaria’s capital, delight in Heavenly® Beds, Westin Club®
options, traditional beer garden, authentic German dishes, botanical
juice bar, indoor pool, spa with garden | 627A

E

R

MUNICH
HILTON MUNICH AIRPORT | ✫✫✫✫ | With direct airport
access between terminals 1 & 2, escape to spacious, soundproof
accommodations, Executive Level options, alpine-inspired
international dishes, indoor pool, spa | 551A, 
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STR.

CORFU
13 – 14
IONIAN SEA

GREECE

COSTA NAVARINO
15 – 16

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

1 – 11
ATHENS
12

AEGEAN SEA

ATHENS RIVIERA

GREECE

From ancient ruins to dramatic
coastlines, immerse in living history, striking
architecture, island beaches and cliffside retreats.

MYKONOS
23 – 39

PAROS 40

SANTORINI
43 – 68

GR EECE

RHODES

41 – 42

CRETE
17 – 22

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
ATHENS, MYKONOS & SANTORINI
Athens: Best of Athens in a Day | Discover the heart of this ancient
city from the Acropolis and Syntagma Square to the Temple of Zeus and a
stroll through the cobblestone streets of Plaka. | FD
Athens: Athens For Foodies | Embark on a culinary journey through
vibrant markets, sampling authentic Greek dishes from various restaurants,
eateries and taverns. | HD, M, 6+
Mykonos: Island Experience & Stroll through Town | Begin at the
old capital of Ano Mera with its 16th-century monastery, relax on stunning
beaches and wander through the Cycladic architecture with picturesque
windmill views. | HD, T
Santorini: Wine Roads - Sunset Experience | A wine lover’s delight,
savor Santorini’s volcanic wines on a stimulating tasting experience experts,
discovering local viticulture & grape varieties. | HD, T

Indulge in the enhanced flexibility and spaciousness
of a private resort residence with full resort access,
plus customized amenities such as butler service,
personal chefs, infinity pools and private beaches.
CRETE
DOMES OF ELOUNDA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | Immerse in
sea views, private pools, well-equipped kitchens, Haute Living Lounge,
dedicated villa manager, grocery delivery service | 2-3BR/2-4B, 12A
MYKONOS
MYCONIAN AVATON, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS | Nestled
high above the sea, seclusion awaits with 360° sea views, gourmet
kitchens, infinity pools, in-room catering & massages, complimentary
sunbeds on private section of Elia Beach | 1-4BR/1-4B, 4A, T
MYCONIAN UTOPIA, A MEMBER OF RELAIS & CHATEUX | Set
above Elia Beach, unwind in style with stunning sea views, exquisite
kitchens, butler service, private chef, infinity pools, complimentary
sunbeds on private beach, pre-arrival services | 2-5BR/3-6B, 2A, T

PRIVATE RESORT RESIDENCES

NAFSIKA ESTATE

SANTORINI
CANAVES OIA SUITES | Boasting fairytale elegance overlooking the
sea, enjoy a spacious kitchen, caldera views, butler service, private infinity
pool, personal chef & in-villa cooking classes | 3BR/3B, 1A, AO13+
HOMMAGE VILLA COLLECTION | With glorious vistas in a variety of
villages, revel in a collection of distinctive styles offering chic amenities,
fully equipped kitchens, infinity pools, private chef | 1-5BR/1-5B, 6A
NAFSIKA ESTATE AT VEDEMA, A LUXURY COLELCTION
RESORT, SANTORINI | Situated amidst the Megalochori caldera, a
2-story cliff side gem awaits with spectacular sea views, Cycladic style,
luxurious kitchen, private butler, executive chef, pool, complimentary
transfer to private beach, helipad | 5BR/5B, 1A, T

MYCONIAN VILLA COLLECTION | Bask in sophisticated Cycladic
villas with panoramic Elia Beach views, butler service, luxurious
kitchens, in-room catering, infinity pools, complimentary sunbeds on
private beach | 2-6BR/2-7B, 13A, T

SANTO MARIS OIA LUXURY SUITES & SPA | Inspired by Santorini
architecture, immerse in spacious luxury, kitchenettes, sea views, butler
service, private terrace & gym, pool, en-suite sauna | 2BR/4B, 2A, AO12+

SANTA MARINA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT, MYKONOS |
Vaunting private infinity pools & balconies on Ornos Bay, enjoy 2-level
options, fully equipped kitchens, indoor/outdoor living areas, butler
service, 24-hour security, private beach | 2-7 BR/2-7B, 13A, T

ALSO OFFERING
ANDRONIS ARCADIA | 2-6BR/2-6B, 4A
ANDRONIS CONCEPT WELLNESS RESORT | 3-4BR/2-4B, 2A
EDEN VILLAS BY CANAVES OIA | 2-3BR/2-3 B, 3A, AO10+
25
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Hotels & Resorts

ATHENS
ACADEMIAS HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ |
Stroll to Syntagma Square from this Greek-inspired boutique hotel,
boasting luxe appointments, Mediterranean-inspired cuisine, gin bar,
rooftop lounge, indoor pool, spa | 60A

6 7 4
PLAKA

ATHENS
ACROPOLIS
OF ATHENS

ELECTRA PALACE HOTEL ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A prime Plaka
location to explore Greek history, indulge in Acropolis view options,
refined elegance, rooftop dining, British-inspired bar, indoor & outdoor
pools, replenishing spa | 154A

SYNTAGMA
SQUARE

PARTHENON
10
THEATER OF
DIONYSUS
CH

AT C

HR

IST

OU

GRAND HYATT ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫ | Situated on famed Syngrou
Avenue, savor Acropolis views, modern guestrooms & suites, spacious
living areas, Grand Club options, Mediterranean & Asian fusion fare,
rooftop pool & bar | 309A
HOTEL GRANDE BRETAGNE, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A 19th-century landmark hotel located
on Syntagma Square, enjoy Acropolis views, butler service, rooftop
restaurant, afternoon tea, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, secret garden,
cigar lounge, Wine Library with Greek wine masterclass, museum &
hotel history tours | 320A
INTERCONTINENTAL® ATHENAEUM ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫ | With
a prime location & Parthenon views, delight in contemporary design,
spacious guestrooms, club level options, rooftop fine dining & bar, live
piano music, outdoor pool, spa, children’s activities | 563A
KING GEORGE, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, ATHENS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | A gracious boutique hotel set on Syntagma Square, revel in
elegant luxury, patio or balcony options, Acropolis views, Les Clefs d’Or
Concierge, Michelin star chef 7th-floor Tudor Hall Restaurant, wine
experiences at sister resort, fine art collection, children’s amenities | 102A
NJV ATHENS PLAZA | ✫✫✫✫ | Across from Syntagma Square,
immerse in modern elegant accommodations, Acropolis views, fine
dining in The Parliament Restaurant, British-inspired bistro | 180A

4

5

6

7

ALSO OFFERING
A77 SUITES BY ANDRONIS | Boutique
ANDRONIS ATHENS LUXURY SUITES | ✫✫✫✫
ELECTRA METROPOLIS ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫1/2
MELIÁ ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫
ATHENS RIVIERA
FOUR SEASONS ASTIR PALACE HOTEL ATHENS | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Graced on a peninsula with 3 private beaches, opulence reigns with
Aegean Sea views in 3 unique ambiences, private pool options, 8
restaurant & bar venues, Michelin star chef dining, cigar lounge, indoor
& outdoor pools, spa, kids club, watersports, onsite jetty, helipad | 303A

12
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TEMPLE OF
OLYMPIAN ZEUS

15

GR EECE

16

CORFU | HOTELS OFFERED
13 DOMES OF CORFU, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫
14 DOMES MIRAMARE, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT |
✫✫✫✫✫ | AO16+
COSTA NAVARINO
15 THE ROMANOS, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT, COSTA
NAVARINO | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Nestled in olive groves on a mile of beach
by the Ionian Sea, indulge in up to 3-bedroom villa & personal pool
options, vast array of dining venues, butler service, pools, spa with
children’s services, championship golf courses, baby, kids & teen clubs,
watersports, activities, cultural & culinary experiences | 321A
1820
CHANIA

22

CRETE

HERAKLION

17
19
ELOUNDA
IERAPETRA
21

17

16 THE WESTIN RESORT, COSTA NAVARINO | ✫✫✫✫ | An upscale
family-friendly beachfront oasis, dive into well-appointed guestrooms &
suites, personal plunge pool options, range of restaurants & bars, pools
& Aqua Park, sandy beach, spa, championship golf courses, baby, kids &
teen clubs, watersports, activities, botanical gardens, bowling | 445A

CRETE
17 BLUE PALACE ELOUNDA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT,
CRETE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A design-led luxe resort, savor bespoke services,
endless sea views, The Haven, up to 3-bedroom villa & personal pool
options, private pebble beach, many dining choices, Cretan bonfire
feasts, traditional caïque cruises, multiple pools, spa, kids club, bee
hives & organic garden, culinary experiences, private chef | 251A
DOMES NORUZ CHANIA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Experience the pinnacle of Grecian lifestyle in a seaside
setting featuring Haute Living club options, private pool or outdoor
Jacuzzi® options, champagne & sushi bar, organic Greek dishes, indoor
& outdoor pools, SOMA Spa, live jazz events | 83A, AO16+
18

19 DOMES OF ELOUNDA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Part of an open-air multifunctional complex, delight in Haute Living
club, private pool & up to 3-bedroom villa options, many dining
choices, CORE experiences (a Greek-style agora for dining, shopping &
events), multiple pools, spa, kids & teens clubs, amphitheater | 158A, R

18

DOMES ZEEN CHANIA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT,
CRETE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | With endless Cretan Sea vistas, delight in
Haute Living club & private plunge pool options, Greek-fusion &
international gastronomy, pools including a children’s pool, Jungle Spa,
swimmable beach, kids club | 102A
20

19

21

20

22

21 NUMO IERAPETRA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Harmonizing nature’s elements
with tranquil beachfront luxury, celebrate posh seaside guestrooms &
suites, personal pool options, lush gardens, Mediterranean & seafood
culinary prowess, contemporary Cretan cuisine, pools, hammam spa,
Underwater Gallery, outdoor cinema | 132A, AO16+
22 THE ROYAL SENSES RESORT & SPA CRETE, CURIO
COLLECTION BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Wander the ancient sites
or relax on private sun-drenched sands from this family-friendly
oasis boasting swim-out suites & personal plunge pool options, haute
Cretan cuisine, wine cellar, pools, spa, kids club, private beach, culinary
workshops, pop-up dinners | 178A

TIP: Be sure to try Ouzo, a traditional Greek liquor often served neat.
This silky, licorice flavored drink pairs well with small plates.
27
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MYKONOS
23 AEGON MYKONOS, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 |
Comprised of serene hillside & beachfront accommodations, delight in
private pool & swim-up suite options, sophisticated appointments, sushi
bar, Mediterranean fusion fare, 2 outdoor pools, spa | 76A

AGIOS
STEFANOS
31 24 BEACH
MYKONOS
34 TOWN
39

GRACE MYKONOS | ✫✫✫✫ | Infusing traditional architecture
with modern elegance, this chic beach hotel with sea views boasts
spacious guestrooms, family suite & private plunge pool options,
Mediterranean fare, outdoor pool with spectacular views, spa | 32A
KATIKIES MYKONOS – THE LEADING HOTELS OF THE
WORLD | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Glorious enchantment awaits high above the
peninsula in opulent accommodations, private pool & jetted tub terrace
options, butler service, waterfront dining, champagne bar, infinity
pools, spa, wine tastings, yacht experiences | 35A, AO13+

28, 36, 37
ORNOS
BEACH
25
38 33

MYKONOS
KALO LIVADI BEACH
23

PLATYS
GIALOS
BEACH
26

ELIA BEACH
27, 29, 30, 32, 35

23

24

25

26

MYCONIAN AMBASSADOR RELAIS & CHATEAUX | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
A privileged haven for savvy travelers, tranquility reigns in polished
retreats, private pool & jetted tub options, farm-to-table artisan cuisine,
outdoor pool, spa, nearby beach, floating breakfast | 69A, T
MYCONIAN IMPERIAL RESORT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Commanding
infinite views on Elia Bay, immerse in private pool or terrace Jacuzzi®
options, artfully prepared cuisine, sushi bar, complimentary sunbeds on
a private section of beach, pools, spa, playground, watersports | 111A, T
MYCONIAN NAIA – PREFERRED HOTELS & RESORTS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Set atop a hill just minutes from the famous windmills,
immerse in secluded minimalist harmony with stunning sea views,
private pool suite options, butler service, sushi bar, infinity pool, Satory
Thalasso Spa, watersports, grocery delivery service | 18A, AO, T
MYCONIAN UTOPIA, A MEMBER OF RELAIS & CHATEAUX |
✫✫✫✫✫ | With stunning sea views, this cliffside jewel boasts up
to 3-bedroom villa, private pool & Jacuzzi® options, butler service,
authentic Greek flavors, complimentary sunbeds on private beach,
personal chef, infinity pool, spa, pre-arrival services | 65A, K, R, T
MYCONIAN VILLA COLLECTION, PREFERRED HOTELS &
RESORTS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | With unparalleled luxury, revel in sea views,
up to 6-bedroom villa, private outdoor Jacuzzi® & pool options, butler
service, private chef, infinity pool, complimentary sunbeds on private
section of Elia Beach, spa, helipad, grocery delivery service | 59A, K, R, T

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

ROCABELLA MYKONOS, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Exuding free-spirited ambience with Cycladic flair near
Agios Stefanos Beach, savor pure luxury at this hipster haven with private
plunge pool options, artful Greek cuisine, spa, Greek cooking class | 26A
ROYAL MYCONIAN, A MEMBER OF LEADING HOTELS OF
THE WORLD | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | An Elia Beach oasis, unwind in traditional
Cycladic splendor with stunning sea vistas, personal terrace pool
or Jacuzzi® options, traditional gourmet fare, saltwater pool, spa,
complimentary sunbeds on section of private beach | 112A, T
SANTA MARINA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT,
MYKONOS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Wrapped around Ornos Bay, immerse in
natural beach-inspired escapes with balconies, up to 7-bedroom
villa, family & personal pool options, Michelin star chef seafront
dining, infinity pools, private beach, Ginkgo Spa, hammam, children’s
playground, speedboats | 114A, K, R, T
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40

41

MYKONOS
ALSO OFFERING
KOUROS HOTEL & SUITES | ✫✫✫✫✫
MYCONIAN AVATON, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS |
✫✫✫✫ ✫ | K, R, T
MYCONIAN KORALI RELAIS & CHATEAUX | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | T
MYCONIAN KYMA, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS |
✫✫✫✫ 1/2 | T
MYKONOS GRAND HOTEL & RESORT | ✫✫✫✫✫
SEMELI HOTEL MYKONOS | ✫✫✫✫ ✫

42

PAROS
PARĪLIO, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Vaunting
distinctive structures with Cycladic infusion, indulge in serene suites,
private terrace with pool or Jacuzzi® options, Michelin star chef dining,
bar with live jazz, pool, Elios Spa | 33A

48, 63

RHODES
ELECTRA PALACE HOTEL RHODES | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Elegant grace
beckons along an exclusive beach with innovative all-inclusive luxury,
classic accommodations, family options, array of dining & bar venues, 2
pools & children's pool, hammam spa, kids club, live music | 309A, AI

OIA

43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 55, 57,
59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 66
IMEROVIGLI
45, 51, 52, 58, 65

FIRA
46, 54, 56

SANTORINI
68 MEGALOCHORI
53
PERIVOLOS
67

43

SHERATON RHODES RESORT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Set amid beautiful
landscaped gardens close to a private beach, enjoy family & Jacuzzi®
balcony options, Lounge Bar with sea views, authentic Greek specialties
& international theme nights, 4 pools including indoor & outdoor, spa,
kids club, watersports, sports courts, live music | 401A, K

SANTORINI
ALTA MARE BY ANDRONIS | ✫✫✫✫ | With volcano & caldera
views, bask in suites with private balconies & whirlpools overlooking
the Aegean Sea, traditional architecture, butler service, wine tasting,
infinity pool, access to nearby Andronis properties, dining & spa
facilities, yacht experiences | 10A, AO13+, S
ANDRONIS BOUTIQUE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A tranquil oasis,
savor balcony jetted tub & private infinity pool options, stunning
caldera-view terraces, Michelin star chef led Lauda Restaurant, 2 pools
including infinity pool, access to nearby Andronis properties, dining &
spa facilities, wine tasting, yacht experiences | 23A, AO13+, S
ANDRONIS CONCEPT WELLNESS RESORT | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A Greek
haven of bliss, immerse in chic suites & up to 3-bedroom villa options,
private terraces with infinity pools, stunning vistas, artful gastronomy,
2 pools, hammam spa, cooking lessons, children's amenities including
spa & yoga, adopt your own vine program | 28A, R, S

44

45

TIP: Greece is home to 18 UNESCO World Heritage sites. Be sure
to explore the Temple of Apollo, Acropolis of Athens, Delos, Delphi,
Olympia, the medieval city of Rhodes, old town of Corfu, Epidaurus’s
temples and sanctuaries and many more.
29
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46

47

48

49

SANTORINI
ARESSANA SPA HOTEL AND SUITES | ✫✫✫✫ | Located in the
lively town of Fira, relax with stunning cliff views, chic Zen-like design,
bright & spacious interiors, private balcony hot tub options, local cuisine,
freshwater pool, holistic spa | 48A, S
CANAVES OIA BOUTIQUE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Enticing
white wash welcomes privileged guests in refined sanctuaries, private
verandas, plunge pool options, butler service, breathtaking caldera-view
dining, infinity pool, spa, wine tasting, private yacht | 18A, AO13+, S
CANAVES OIA EPITOME | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Vaunting Cycladic style
with posh organic elements & dramatic vistas, indulge in sea & sunset
views, private plunge pools, up to 3-bedroom villa options, butler
service, outdoor candlelit dining, infinity pool, spa, wine tasting,
private yacht | 53A, AO6+, S
CANAVES OIA SUITES | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Stylish, yet minimal, bask in
enchanting cliffside luxury with private plunge pools, 3-bedroom villa
option, breathtaking sea views, butler service, Panorama Balcony dining
experience, fine Greek cuisine, infinity pools, wine cellar & tastings,
world-class spa, private yacht | 41A, AO13+, K, R

50

CANAVES OIA SUNDAY SUITES | ✫✫✫✫ | Opulent Cycladic
simplicity abounds in magnificent uniquely themed cliffside suites,
private plunge pool or 10-bedroom villa buy out options, butler service,
sweeping 360° view dining, tapas & aperitivo bar, infinity pool, spa
treatments, wine tasting, private yacht | 8A, AO13+, S
DIVINE CAVE EXPERIENCE | Luxury Suites | Carved within the
rocky cliffside, experience unique cave-style accommodations, featuring
stone elements, minimalist appointments, caldera-views, Jacuzzi®
verandas, private rooftop cabanas, Mediterranean gastronomy, rooftop
bar & pool, spa | 10A, AO, S

51

52

53

54

GRACE HOTEL SANTORINI, AUBERGE RESORTS COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫✫ | An exclusive boutique hotel in Imerovigli perched over
the Aegean Sea, this minimalist haven offers individually styled suites,
private pool & 2-bedroom villa options, Michelin star chef dining,
infinity pool, in-room spa treatments, wine tasting | 21A, AO14+, K, S
ISTORIA, A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Adorned
with volcanic rock & wood accents on the shores of Perivolos Beach,
discover this minimalist gem with sun terraces, private pool or balcony
hot tub options, Michelin star chef dining, spa | 12A, AO14+, S
KATIKIES GARDEN SANTORINI – THE LEADING HOTELS OF
THE WORLD | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Poised in Fira, discover infinite panoramas
from timeless suites, verandas, open-air jetted tub or private pool
options, Michelin star chef dining, local delicacies, historic underground
cave wine cellar & tastings, rooftop pool, spa, private yacht | 40A, S
KATIKIES KIRINI SANTORINI – THE LEADING HOTELS OF
THE WORLD | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A refined Oia Village jewel, immerse in
chic suite romance, endless caldera views, personal plunge pool or
open-air jetted tub options, private verandas, butler service, masterful
cliffside gastronomy, indoor & outdoor pools, pampering spa, wine
tasting, private yacht | 26A, AO13+, S
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56

SANTORINI
MAGMA RESORT SANTORINI, UNBOUND COLLECTION BY
HYATT | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Set within vineyards & lava slopes minutes from
Fira, surrender to natural elegance with Aegean Sea views, Jacuzzi® &
private pool options, Michelin star chef dining, indoor & outdoor infinity
pools, holistic spa | 59A
MYSTIQUE, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, SANTORINI |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Revel in a caldera-cliff setting with tranquil, cave-style
suites, up to 2-bedroom villa, outdoor Jacuzzi® & private plunge pool
options, open-air Mediterranean dining, 150-year-old wine cave with
tastings, infinity pools, pampering spa | 41A, AO14+, S

57

ROCABELLA SANTORINI | ✫✫✫✫ | Perched high above the sea
in Imerovigil, experience island life from tranquil minimalist luxury
with personal plunge pool options, private balcony or veranda, caldera
views, imaginative Greek cuisine, 3 pools, spa, tasting experiences,
cooking classes | 42A
SAINT HOTEL SANTORINI | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A once-in-a lifetime
escape, discover intimate multi-level sanctuaries with stunning caldera &
sea views, personal plunge pools, private terraces, curated gourmet fare,
pool, spa, yacht experiences | 16A, AO14+, S

58

SANTO MARIS OIA LUXURY SUITES & SPA | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Fusing Cycladic luxury with Aegean serenity, delve into posh
cliffside accommodations, outdoor Jacuzzi® or private plunge pools,
kitchenettes, up to 2-bedroom villa options, butler service, traditional
fare, sunset views, infinity & indoor pools, spa | 65A, AO12+, K, R, S

59

61

60

SANTORINI SECRET PREMIUM | ✫✫✫✫ | Situated in enchanting
Oia, enjoy volcano views, airy suites, designer amenities, private balcony
hot tubs, outdoor pool, access to sister hotel facilities | 5A, S
SANTORINI SECRET SUITES & SPA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A fusion of
pristine Cycladic luxury & modern chic, bask in Aegean Sea views from
sumptuous retreats, balcony hot tub or private pool options, indulgent
gastronomy, wine & food tastings, infinity pool, spa | 18A, AO16+, S

ALSO OFFERING
ANDRONIS ARCADIA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | R
ANDRONIS LUXURY SUITES | ✫✫✫✫ ✫ | AO13+, S
KATIKIES CHROMATA SANTORINI – THE LEADING HOTELS
OF THE WORLD | ✫✫✫✫✫ | AO13+
KATIKIES SANTORINI – THE LEADING HOTELS OF THE
WORLD | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2 | AO13+
SEA BREEZE SANTORINI BEACH RESORT, CURIO
COLLECTION BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫1/2
VEDEMA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT, SANTORINI |
✫✫✫✫ ✫ | R, S

62

TIP: Plan a day trip to Red Beach, near the ancient site in Akrotiri.
This uniquely colored beach boasts dramatic red lava cliffs merging
into the beautiful sandy shore and sapphire sea.
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Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
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BUDAPEST
Excursion to Danube Bend | Begin with a scenic drive to
Esztergom, home of the oldest church in Hungary, then explore a
picturesque castle town and cities along the bend. | FD

Hotels

BUDAPEST
BUDAPEST MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Minutes to
treasured landmarks, this contemporary waterfront gem offers M Club
lounge options, rooftop terrace & bar, sauna, massage treatments | 364A
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GRESHAM PALACE BUDAPEST |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Exalting historic grandeur along the Danube, immerse in
Art Nouveau-style, European-infused dining, tasting room, piano bar,
afternoon tea, infinity pool, wellness spa, children's amenities | 179A

4

HILTON BUDAPEST | ✫✫✫✫ | Overlooking the Danube River,
steps from Matthias Church & Fisherman’s Bastion, this upscale hotel
boasts scenic views, Executive Lounge options, stylish bistro | 321A
INTERCONTINENTAL® BUDAPEST | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Graced
with spectacular Royal Palace views, delight in sophisticated Club
InterContinental options, authentic Lebanese cuisine, indoor pool, spa,
summer terrace | 402A
MILLENNIUM COURT, BUDAPEST - MARRIOTT EXECUTIVE
APARTMENTS | ✫✫✫✫ | Moments from landmarks, feel at home in
up to 2-bedroom apartments, modern kitchens/kitchenettes, sauna,
plunge pool | 108A, K

6

MATILD PALACE, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL,
BUDAPEST | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Exuding rich heritage in this converted
UNESCO site, relish sumptuously appointed accommodations, Spago
by Wolfgang Puck, rooftop bar, hammam spa, cabaret shows | 130A
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Pest-Urban Highlights | Discover the city's mix of Turkish-era
Gothic and Art Nouveau architecture, then visit the Great Synagogue
and learn about how Buda and Pest combined to form this capital. | HD

THE RITZ-CARLTON, BUDAPEST | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A striking
elegant gem minutes from St. Stephen’s Basilica & the Danube River,
revel in luxurious club level options, Brazilian grill, chef-led culinary
experiences, afternoon tea, “Art of the Cake” delights, piano bar, indoor
pool, spa, kids club | 200A

VÁ

BUDAPEST

Private Experiences

PÁRISI UDVAR HOTEL BUDAPEST – IN THE UNBOUND
COLLECTION BY HYATT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Reviving Paris’ Art Nouveau
period into a sophisticated hotel in the city center, get away to club level
options, champagne bar, brasserie with open kitchen, spa | 110A

ID. ANTALL JÓ Z S E F R K
P.

Divided by the Danube River
and home to architectural grandeur and dramatic
history, Budapest boasts an abundance of fine
art, music and bustling urban landscapes.
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Featuring an exciting culinary
scene, volcanic thermal pools and spas,
prestigious cultural institutions and remarkable
festivals, walk in the steps of the ancient
Vikings in the striking coastal capital city.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
REYKJAVIK

REYKJAVIK
City Excursion | A guided adventure through the city to view
Reykjavik’s most popular highlights, enjoy stops at the Harpa, old
harbor, National Museum of Iceland, Hallgrimskirkja and more. | HD, T
Northern Lights Adventure | Visible in the winter months, delight
in the aurora borealis from the best locations outside of the city to
marvel at the unforgettable bright colors. | HD, T

Hotels

REYKJAVIK
REYKJAVIK KONSULAT HOTEL, CURIO COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ | A coveted city center location, experience luxe
appointments, classic dining, spa services, sauna, afternoon tea | 50A
THE REYKJAVIK EDITION | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Adjacent to Harpa
Concert Hall, sleek elegance awaits in this intimate lifestyle hotel,
vaunting Michelin star chef dining, rooftop bar, nightclub, spa | 253A

ATLANTIC OCEAN

IRELAND
COUNTY MAYO
9 – 10

COUNTY GALWAY

COUNTY KERRY
4–5

COUNTY
LEITRIM
COUNTY
CLARE

NORTHERN
IRELAND
COUNTY
CAVAN

IRISH SEA
DUBLIN
12 – 19

COUNTY COUNTY
LIMERICK KILKENNY 11 COUNTY WICKLOW
8
SHANNON
AIRPORT

CELTIC SEA

ALSO OFFERING
CANOPY BY HILTON REYKJAVIK CITY CENTRE | ✫✫✫✫
HILTON REYKJAVIK NORDICA | ✫✫✫✫

IRELAND

A stunning island nation,
discover centuries-old castles, dramatic
landscapes and abundant beauty. Explore the
Wild Atlantic Way and Georgian townhouses,
or enjoy the lively pubs in Dublin.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
DUBLIN
Cliff of Moher Excursion | Travel across the Wild Atlantic Way,
through Limerick City and along the River Shannon, then explore
Bunratty Castle and marvel at the marvelous cliffs. | FD
Historic Highlights of Dublin | Immerse in the past of this Irish
capital city from O’Connell Street and Trinity College to Dublin Castle,
learning of its Viking past and social neighborhoods. | HD
Valley of Kings | Journey through the Boyne Valley hearing of its
myths and legends and the religious background of the Battle of Boyne,
plus visit the Slane Castle and a traditional pub. | FD
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Hotels & Castles

COUNTY CAVAN | HOTEL OFFERED
CABRA CASTLE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫
COUNTY CLARE | HOTEL OFFERED
TRUMP INTERNATIONAL GOLF LINKS & HOTEL DOONBEG |
✫✫✫✫✫
COUNTY GALWAY
BALLYNAHINCH CASTLE HOTEL & ESTATE | ✫✫✫✫ | An
enviable location amid 700 acres of woodland & rivers, this sporting
estate offers Twelve Bens Mountain range views, fireplaces, local seasonal
fare, organic garden, afternoon tea, salmon fishery, guided hikes, shooting
school, picnic baskets | 48A, S
COUNTY KERRY
BALLYSEEDE CASTLE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Exuding old world
elegance on 30 acres brimming with gardens & woodlands, immerse
in 16th-century charm boasting family-friendly guestrooms, spacious
accommodations, gracious Irish dining, afternoon tea | 40A, S
PARKNASILLA RESORT & SPA | ✫✫✫✫ | Home to 500 acres
of seascapes, trails, & a 9-hole golf course, bask in family-friendly
accommodations, restaurant on iconic Ring of Kerry, indoor pool,
outdoor hot tubs, spa overlooking Kenmare Bay, live music, private
beach, archery, owl experience, kayaking | 85A

6

COUNTY KILKENNY
MOUNT JULIET ESTATE, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Uniting a Georgian Manor House to the polished Hunter’s
Yard, discover 2 historic estates with trails, gardens & stunning views,
distinguished style, Michelin star chef dining, 2 bars, afternoon tea, pool,
spa, Jack Nicklaus golf course, kids club | 125A
COUNTY LIEITRIM | HOTEL OFFERED
LOUGH RYNN CASTLE | ✫✫✫✫
COUNTY LIMERICK | HOTEL OFFERED
THE DUNRAVEN ADARE | ✫✫✫✫
COUNTY MAYO
KNOCKRANNY HOUSE HOTEL & SPA | ✫✫✫✫ | Escape to
secluded hillsides with breathtaking views, upscale guestrooms & suites,
acclaimed Irish dining, plush bar, afternoon tea, summer garden &
terrace, indoor pool, spa | 97A

10

MOUNT FALCON ESTATE | ✫✫✫✫ | Set along a private stretch of
land near River Moy, enjoy spacious suites & luxury lodges, fireplaces,
kitchen garden, afternoon tea, indoor pool, spa, hawk walk, falconry,
fishing, archery, clay shooting, driving range, live music | 32A

COUNTY WICKLOW
POWERSCOURT HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Vaunting palladian-style architecture with picturesque
mountain views, revel in distinctive elegance, signature dining, Irish pub,
afternoon tea, crystal-lit indoor pool, spa, falconry, 2 championship golf
courses, live music, bicycles | 198A
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DUBLIN
BROOKS HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Located in the cultural quarter, this
luxury boutique hotel offers organic artisan fare, acclaimed whiskey bar &
tastings, afternoon tea, private cinema, resident’s lounge | 98A

19

CHRIST CHURCH
CATHEDRAL
GUINNESS
STOREHOUSE

TRINITY COLLEGE
TEMPLE BAR
DUBLIN CASTLE
ST. PATRICK’S
CATHEDRAL

MERRION
SQUARE

16
12

13

CONRAD DUBLIN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Close to Grafton Street, delight in
beautifully appointed guestrooms & suites, city views, brasserie with local
ingredients, Gulliver’s Travels inspired bar, outdoor dining with seasonal
menus, afternoon tea | 192A
HOTEL RIU PLAZA THE GRESHAM DUBLIN | ✫✫✫✫ | Where
historical meets trendy, minutes from shops & restaurants, this O’Connell
Street landmark offers a modern vibe, brasserie, afternoon tea | 340A
HYATT CENTRIC THE LIBERTIES DUBLIN | ✫✫✫✫ | Steps from
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, authentic Irish discoveries await in the famed
Liberties neighborhood featuring modish living spaces, locally inspired
dishes, live music & DJ at Liberties Bar, Mad Hatters Afternoon Tea,
private garden | 234A

14

15

INTERCONTINENTAL® DUBLIN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Nestled in the
exclusive Ballsbridge neighborhood, this urban resort boasts Juliet
balconies, inner courtyard or city views, elegant Irish cuisine, indoor pool,
spa, children’s activities, champagne afternoon tea, whiskey sommelier,
pianist, private garden | 208A
THE MORRISON, CURIO COLLECTION BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ |
A family-friendly hotel close to famous landmarks in the hub of Dublin’s
city center, including Trinity College & Jameson Distillery, enjoy stylish
accommodations, modern grill, live music in Quay 14 Bar | 145A

16

17

THE SHELBOURNE, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
This refreshed 19th-century gem features well-appointed guestrooms &
suites, classic dining, whiskey tasting at revered Horseshoe Bar, open-air
terrace, afternoon tea, indoor pool, spa, salon & gentleman’s barber shop,
Genealogy Butler | 265A
THE WESTIN DUBLIN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Set adjacent to Trinity College
& known for its clock tower, immerse in historic glamour & modern
elegance, chic steakhouse, bank vault cocktail bar, atrium lounge,
afternoon tea, live pianist | 172A

18

19

TIP: Known for their welcoming Irish hospitality, the Gaelic phrase
Cead Míle Fáilte means “a hundred thousand welcomes” and is often
posted in pubs and cafés.
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ITALY

With dramatic scenery and
remarkable history, Italy romances the soul.
Discover Rome’s blend of ancient and modern
life, the art of Florence, wineries of Tuscany,
waterways of Venice, scenic cliffsides of the
Amalfi Coast and Milan’s chic couture.

Private Experiences

12 – 17
MILAN
19 – 20
PORTOFINO

VENICE
50 - 62
63
VERONA

TRIESTE
44 - 45

ITALY

FLORENCE
4 – 11

TUSCANY
46 – 49

ADRIATIC SEA

ROME
21 – 39

TYRRHENIAN SEA

18 NAPLES
SORRENTO 43 1 – 3
AMALFI COAST
IONIAN SEA

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
AMALFI COAST, FLORENCE, MILAN, ROME & VENICE
Amalfi Coast: Pompeii Archaeological Site | Destroyed in 79
A.D. following the historic Mount Vesuvius eruption, marvel at the
preservation of Pompeii, its ruins and way of ancient daily life. | HD, T

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

SICILY

40 – 42

Florence: Classical Experience | Relish Florence’s many treasures,
from Brunelleschi’s magnificent church of Santa Maria del Fiore dome,
to the Accademia Gallery and Medici Palace. | HD, T
Milan: City Highlights | Visit the fourth largest cathedral in the
world and an elegant 19th-century shopping center, followed by Le
Scala Theatre and famed castle Castello Sforzesco. | HD, T
Rome: Highlights & Colosseum | Tour the Piazza Navona,
admiring the Fountain of the Rivers, see the Pantheon, built in 27 B.C.
and make a wish at the Trevi Fountain. Plus, explore the Colosseum
where the gladiators once dueled. | HD, T
Rome: Vatican City | Admire the museums, Gallery of Tapestries,
and the Gallery of Maps before visiting the Sistine Chapel with
Michelangelo’s dramatic ceiling and St. Peter’s Basilica. Then, view the
Pietà statue, Bernini’s Baldacchino and throne of St. Peter. | HD, T
F Venice: Doge’s Palace & Basilica of San Marco | Discover history
through Venetian art and tales of the Serenissima Republic, plus explore
the Basilica of San Marco, famed for its grand spoils. | 2HRS

PRIVATE RESORT RESIDENCES
& VILLAS

Redefining luxury, indulge in the enhanced flexibility
and spaciousness of a private resort residence
or villa with full resort access, plus customized
amenities such as gourmet kitchens, attentive
service, personal chefs, infinity pools and more.
TUSCANY
ROSEWOOD CASTIGLION DEL BOSCO | Experience an 18thcentury country estate, complete with restored farmhouse villas, fully
equipped kitchens, private chef, grocery delivery service, private pools
with pool houses, Jacuzzis®, terraces, cooking school, winery, spa,
private golf club | 3-6BR/3-6B, 12A
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ITALY

Hotels & Resorts

AMALFI COAST
CARUSO, A BELMOND HOTEL, AMALFI COAST | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Perched above the sea in Ravello, immerse in this 11th-century palace
featuring chic retreats, fine dining with picturesque views, piano bar,
infinity pool, spa, cooking classes, Krug Table, picnics, shuttle to
private beach, complimentary boat tours, children’s activities | 50A, S
HOTEL SANTA CATERINA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Relax in Mediterranean
style with panoramic terrace views of Amalfi, balconies overlooking the
sea, Michelin star chef dining, wine cellar, private beach & club, heated
saltwater pool, wellness spa | 66A
LE SIRENUSE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Set in the dramatic cliffs of Positano,
this 18th-century palazzo features uniquely designed accommodations,
beautiful sea vistas, al fresco dining, champagne & oyster bar, guided
tours, wine tastings, pool terrace, spa, private boats | 58A, AO6+

PIAZZA DELLA
LIBERTÁ

FLORENCE
Please see hotels in the Tuscany area on page 41.
BRUNELLESCHI HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Encompassing a 6th-century
medieval church, discover a private museum, spectacular Duomo
views, uniquely designed accommodations, Suite & More program with
personal Suite Ambassador, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, Michelin star
chef dining, wine tasting | 96A

5
CHURCH OF DUOMO/CATTEDRALE OF
OGNISSANTI SANTA MARIA DEL FIORE
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4
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL FIRENZE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A historic hotel
steps from the cultural heart of Florence, immerse in an opulent haven
of sculptures & gardens, spacious living areas, butler service, Michelin
star chef dining, wine cellar, culinary experiences, outdoor pool, locally
inspired spa, kids club, picnics | 116A
GRAND HOTEL CAVOUR | ✫✫✫✫ | Set in a 13th-century palace,
moments to the Uffizi Gallery, Ponte Vecchio & Duomo, unwind in
posh accommodations, family suites, Tuscan fare, speakeasy-style bar
with music jam sessions, rooftop terrace with city views | 100A

6

7

HOTEL BERNINI PALACE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | In the heart of the
city, this authentic 15th-century historic palace bestows spacious
guestrooms & suites with Italian antiques, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge,
regional dishes, charming bar | 74A
IL TORNABUONI, IN THE UNBOUND COLLECTION BY HYATT |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Set in a 13th-century palace with Renaissance-style living,
bask in bold gem colors & luxurious furnishings, private wine cellar
options, eclectic Italian cuisine, rooftop terrace, La Cave cellar, massage
treatments, kids club & amenities, live music | 62A
SINA VILLA MEDICI, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Set in a stately heritage building near the Arno River, bask in refined
luxury & old-world charm, international fare, outdoor pool & garden
bar, sauna, Turkish bath, art gallery, e-bikes | 99A

8

THE ST. REGIS FLORENCE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Revel in opulence with
exquisite 15th-century décor, Arno River views, antique artwork, St.
Regis butler service, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, gourmet local flavors,
champagne sabering, afternoon tea with tea sommelier, spa, Family
Traditions program | 99A, CNT
9

10
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FLORENCE
THE WESTIN EXCELSIOR, FLORENCE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | An
undisputed masterpiece, discover palatial style with modern interiors,
private plunge pool options, stunning river views, glass-enclosed
rooftop dining, retro bar, Westin Family program | 171A

12
16

MILAN
EXCELSIOR HOTEL GALLIA, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL,
MILAN | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | An ideal city center location, celebrate stylish
character with up to 3-bedroom suites, Les Clefs d’Or Concierge,
Michelin star chef panoramic rooftop dining, wine cellar & tastings,
cigar lounge, indoor pool, spa, virtual golf, cooking classes | 235A
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MILAN | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Graced in the center
of the Fashion District, this former 15th-century convent boasts
custom accents, fine Italian fare, garden restaurant & raw bar, chocolate
room, afternoon tea, indoor pool, spa, children’s amenities, 1960s
convertible experience, evening DJ, personal shopper | 118A
THE WESTIN PALACE, MILAN | ✫✫✫✫ | Timeless classics
unite with modern inspiration in the Porta Nuova district, revel in
sophisticated styling, signature PanEVO Restaurant, The Lounge bar,
spa, rooftop terrace | 231A

12

15
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MILAN

13

ALSO OFFERING
HYATT CENTRIC MILAN CENTRALE | ✫✫✫✫
SHERATON MILAN MALPENSA AIRPORT HOTEL &
CONFERENCE CENTRE | ✫✫✫✫ | 
SINA THE GRAY | ✫✫✫✫✫1/2

14

NAPLES
THE BRITANNIQUE NAPLES, CURIO COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ | Overlooking the Gulf of Naples, stroll to city
sights & the beach from this refined family-friendly hotel, offering
unique artwork, rooftop dining & bar, spa, wellness solarium | 72A
PORTOFINO
SPLENDIDO, A BELMOND HOTEL, PORTOFINO | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Once a 16th-century monastery set in the cliffs above the sea, celebrate
la dolce vita in spacious modern opulence, terrace or balcony options,
La Terrazza bayside dining, infinity pool, spa, children’s amenities,
nearby beach access, private boat, picnics | 70A, S, CNT

18

SPLENDIDO MARE, A BELMOND HOTEL, PORTOFINO |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Immerse in the allure of Portofino from this colorful
main piazza location, boasting mid-century grace, terrace or balcony
options, glittering sea views, refined harborside dining at Dav
Mare, artisan bar, gelateria, sister resort & nearby beach access with
complimentary shuttle, private boat tours | 14A, CNT

20

TIP: Celebrate Assumption Day or Ferragosto in August, an ideal
time to visit the smaller villages. The national holiday festivities
include music, fireworks and specialty foods.
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ROME
ALEPH ROME HOTEL, CURIO COLLECTION BY HILTON |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Near the Spanish Steps, this transformed bank
headquarters boasts designer interiors, contemporary fare, rooftop
terrace restaurant, Cognac Lounge, indoor & rooftop pools, spa,
hammam, bicycles | 88A
COSMOPOLITA HOTEL ROME, TAPESTRY COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ | Reflecting Rome’s history close to Trevi Fountain,
Roman Forum & beyond, discover contemporary family-friendly
guestrooms, innovative bar, rooftop terrace | 68A
GRAND HOTEL PALACE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Unwind in Belle Époque
luxury on glamorous Via Veneto at this modern hotel featuring marble
floors, Murano crystal chandeliers, mosaic tiles, Mediterranean favorites,
dining amongst stunning Cadorin frescoes, indoor pool, spa | 88A
HILTON ROME AIRPORT | ✫✫✫✫ | Minutes to airport terminals
1 – 3, recharge in soundproof comfort, Executive Level options, Italian
dishes, Artist’s Bar with piano music, pool | 517A, 

23

24

HOTEL INDIGO® ROME – ST. GEORGE | ✫✫✫✫ | A fusion of
history & modern Italian design, delight in chic boutique living featuring
individual guestroom types, I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace with
city views, St. George Spa with Turkish bath | 62A
HOTEL SPLENDIDE ROYAL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Once headquarters of
the Roman Maronites, this 19th-century palace offers Baroque-style
décor, dining with views of St. Peter’s Basilica, Crystal Lounge, sky bar
with 360° views | 82A
INTERCONTINENTAL® ROME AMBASCIATORI PALACE |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Formerly a host for international diplomats, revel in elegant
neo-classical flair, rich fabrics, marbles & fine artworks, classic Italian &
New York traditions in Scarpetta NYC restaurant, spa services | 160A
LE MÉRIDIEN VISCONTI ROME | ✫✫✫✫ | Located near Vatican
City, live la dolce vita with stylish accommodations, floor-to-ceiling
windows, private balconies, Italian cuisine, expansive rooftop terrace,
children’s amenities, live music | 240A

25

PARCO DEI PRINCIPI GRAND HOTEL & SPA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | This
urban resort offers elegant décor, balconies or terraces with panoramic
views of Villa Borghese Gardens, butler service, fine Italian fare, garden
terrace bar, indoor & outdoor pools, multi-sensory spa | 177A

26
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TIP: Be sure to toss a coin in to the Trevi Fountain. Legend holds
that those that do are ensured a return visit to Rome.
39

ITALY
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31

ROME
ROME CAVALIERI, WALDORF ASTORIA HOTELS & RESORTS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | A privileged location with St. Peter’s Dome views, delight
in Imperial Club & family options, Michelin star chef dining, acclaimed
rooftop restaurant, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, Turkish baths,
children’s activities, gladiator training, golf, super-car experience,
private park, art collection, live music | 370A
ROSE GARDEN PALACE | ✫✫✫✫ | Across from the U.S. Embassy,
stroll to Rome’s famous landmarks from this stylish hotel, complete
with gracious amenities, open-air international dining, indoor
whirlpool, L’OASI Health & Fitness Center | 65A

32

SINA BERNINI BRISTOL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Close to shops & highlights, sophisticated living awaits
in central Rome with well-appointed amenities, balcony & terrace
options, panoramic views from signature rooftop restaurant | 167A
THE PANTHEON ICONIC ROME HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | In the heart of Rome, celebrate modern
luxury with traditional style, bespoke amenities, private wine cellars,
Michelin star chef dining, rooftop terrace bar, wine tastings | 79A
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THE REGENCY, ROME, A TRIBUTE PORTFOLIO HOTEL |
✫✫✫✫ | The perfect hub to explore Rome, stroll to Via Veneto & Villa
Borghese from this tranquil boutique hotel, delighting in polished style
with soothing colors, balconies, international fare in Atmosfera - Food,
Wine & Spirits, bicycles | 41A
THE ROME EDITION | Boutique | A central location to experience
the Eternal City, discover a sophisticated lifestyle hotel, signature
restaurant, Punch Room Bar, rooftop terrace & pool, spa services | 95A
THE ST. REGIS ROME | ✫✫✫✫✫ | This historic hotel provides
discerning artistry, chic interiors, curated artwork, Murano
chandeliers, St. Regis butler service, contemporary fare, champagne
sabering, afternoon tea, Family Traditions program, bespoke
experiences, iconic 1962 Fiat 600 courtesy car | 161A
THE WESTIN EXCELSIOR, ROME | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Located on Via
Veneto, this celebrated 1906 hotel offers Empire or Biedermeier style
décor, Mediterranean flavors, piano bar, signature Cardinale Cocktail,
indoor pool | 316A
VILLA AGRIPPINA GRAN MELIÁ | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Discover urban
chic amid ancient relics, RedLevel & terrace whirlpool options, private
garden, locally sourced food & wine-pairing menus, outdoor pool &
spa in this sophisticated masterpiece | 116A
W ROME | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Swanky & luxurious with a historic façade,
indulge in W Signature Beds, private balcony & terrace options,
Whatever/Whenever® service, Sicilian fusion dishes, renowned pastry
Chef Fabrizio Fiorani offerings, Otto Rooftop bar, live DJ in W Lounge,
outdoor pool | 162A

39
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SICILY
GRAND HOTEL TIMEO, A BELMOND HOTEL, TAORMINA |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Once a getaway for famous literary greats, inspiration begins
in family-friendly clifftop havens, Mount Etna & sea views, balcony
& terrace options, Michelin star chef dining, afternoon tea, pool, spa,
culinary experiences, picnics, private beach access at sister hotel | 70A
SAN DOMENICO PALACE, TAORMINA, A FOUR SEASONS
HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A former 14th-century convent set above the
Ionian Sea, immerse in volcano & sea view terraces with private plunge
pool options, acclaimed-chef dining at Principe Cerami, poolside raw
bar, clifftop infinity pool, spa, Sicilian sushi masterclass | 105A

41

VILLA SANT’ANDREA, A BELMOND HOTEL, TAORMINA MARE |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Harken back to the glamour days in beachside havens adorned
with marble & artworks, exquisite catch-of-the-day bayside dining, infinity
pool, spa, private beach, culinary experiences, picnics, live music | 71A

42

43

SORRENTO
HILTON SORRENTO PALACE | ✫✫✫✫ | Boasting grand vistas of
the Bay of Naples & Amalfi Coast this mountainside hotel offers club
level & family options, balconies, indoor & outdoor pools including an
exclusive rooftop plunge pool, Italian & Japanese fare, live music | 335A
TRIESTE
DOUBLETREE BY HILTON TRIESTE | ✫✫✫✫ | Adorned with
fresco ceilings & marble interiors, stroll to Piazza Unità d’Italia
& attractions from this old town historical palace, savor upscale
accommodations, international & traditional cuisine, sauna | 125A, MIO

44

45

SAVOIA EXCELSIOR PALACE TRIESTE – STARHOTELS
COLLEZIONE | ✫✫✫✫ | A majestic emblem of sophistication, savor
grandeur & elegance by the sea with distinguished appointments,
original furnishings, tapestries, marbles, Belle Époque skylight, balcony
& sea view options, refined Savoy Restaurant, family program | 144A

TUSCANY
Please see hotels in Florence on page 37.
CASTELLO DI CASOLE, A BELMOND HOTEL, TUSCANY |
✫✫✫✫✫ | A 10th-century former noble castle nestled on 4,200
countryside acres, bask in stately traditions, antique details, vineyards
& olive groves, modern Tuscan fare, wine cellar, art & cooking classes,
dinner & cinema under the stars, outdoor infinity pool, spa, onsite
activities & chapel, picnics | 39A, S
46

47

ROSEWOOD CASTIGLION DEL BOSCO | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Set within the
wine region, this superb hotel provides sophisticated suites & luxury villas,
a cooking school, Tuscan trattoria, afternoon tea, winery with tours &
tastings, culinary experiences, infinity pool, spa, golf, kids club | 34A, R, S
TOSCANA RESORT CASTELFALFI | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Nestled in
stunning vineyards of the countryside, magical experiences await in 4
exclusive styles of guestrooms & suites, an array of restaurants, indoor &
outdoor pools, spa, golf, kids & teens clubs, adventure park, wine tasting,
culinary experiences, onsite activities, horseback riding | 151A

48

49

VILLA SAN MICHELE, A BELMOND HOTEL, FLORENCE |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Atop the Fiesole hills, indulge in plush sanctuaries at this
former monastery, featuring private plunge pool options, terrace dining,
garden bar, Chef ’s Table, wine cellar, outdoor pool, wellness suite,
cooking school, culinary experiences, children’s amenities | 45A

41

VENICE
AC HOTEL VENEZIA | ✫✫✫✫ | A short walk to St. Mark’s Basilica
& Rialto Bridge, this delightful hotel features canal view guestroom
options, AC Lounge restaurant with tapas | 79A
CIPRIANI, A BELMOND HOTEL, VENICE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Boasting
views of St. Mark’s Square, celebrate dramatic lagoon views, Casanova
Gardens, elegant 18th-century furnishings, balcony & terrace options,
Michelin star lagoon side dining, Olympic-size pool, spa, private
marina & boat, kids club, curated experiences, picnics | 96A
H10 PALAZZO CANOVA | ✫✫✫✫ | On the shores of the Grand
Canal near the famous Rialto Bridge, unwind in elegant, Venetianinspired guestrooms & suites, courtyard dining, terrace rooftop bar
with stunning water views | 62A
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HILTON MOLINO STUCKY VENICE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A beautifully
restored former flour mill, elegance reigns in spacious accommodations,
Executive Level options, fine Italian fare, rooftop bar & pool, spa, Turkish
bath, kids club | 379A
HOTEL INDIGO® VENICE - SANT'ELENA | ✫✫✫✫ | A tranquil
haven in the wondrous Sant'Elena area, this transformed monastery
vaunts colorful upscale living spaces, terrace options, refined local
cuisine, peaceful hidden garden | 75A
HYATT CENTRIC MURANO VENICE | ✫✫✫✫ | A former glass
factory on Murano Island, enjoy bright Venetian modern living,
bespoke accents, canal view & 2-story suite options, chef-led traditional
delicacies, steam room, sauna, courtesy water shuttle | 119A
JW MARRIOTT VENICE RESORT & SPA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | This
enchanting private island 40-acre gem boasts designer luxury, stunning
views, private pool options, Michelin star chef dining, rooftop restaurant,
Sapori Cooking Academy, vegetable garden, private pier, pools
including family pool & adults-only rooftop pool, spa, kids club, picnics,
complimentary water shuttle | 266A
PALAZZO GIOVANELLI & GRAN CANAL | ✫✫✫✫ | Once a
16th-century palace with a noble history of residents, wrap yourself in
enchanting tranquility in elegant guestrooms overlooking the Grand
Canal, Murano glass chandeliers, art collection, American bar, private
dock, cultural classes & walking tours | 41A

56

57

TIP: Home to the famous Bellini cocktail and visited by countless
celebrities and dignitaries, raise a glass at Venice's legendary hot
spot, Harry's Bar, located on Calle Vallaresso.
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VENICE
SINA CENTURION PALACE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Vaunting a VenetianGothic façade, this former convent offers a private Grand Canal
entrance & pier, distinctive accommodations, beautiful water views,
private garden, acclaimed elegant canal-side dining | 50A
SINA PALAZZO SANT’ANGELO | ✫✫✫✫ | This enchanting
residence features classic Venetian style, suites with balconies, jetted
tubs, stunning vistas, bar on the Grand Canal, afternoon tea, private
pier, peaceful inner garden | 26A

60

STARHOTELS SPLENDID VENICE | ✫✫✫✫ | Escape to Venetian
charm, reveling in spacious contemporary comfort, family & balcony
options, canal views, Les Clefs d'Or Concierge, romantic dining,
rooftop bar, private pier, children's amenities | 165A

61

THE GRITTI PALACE, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL,
VENICE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Inspired by famous guests such as Hemingway
& noble families, this Grand Canal icon boasts refined furnishings,
Murano glass chandeliers, exceptional art, balcony & signature suite
options, Les Clef d’Or Concierge, epicurean school, rooftop terrace,
afternoon tea, spa, private pier, guided walking & yacht experiences,
wine tastings | 82A
62

THE ST. REGIS VENICE | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Bordering the Grand Canal
with scenic views, immerse in the epitome of luxury with modern
interiors, balcony & terrace options, lavish amenities, signature butler
service, contemporary artworks, avant-garde canal-side dining,
champagne sabering, spa, secluded garden | 169A

63

VERONA
HOTEL INDIGO® VERONA – GRAND HOTEL DES ARTS |
✫✫✫✫ | Discover the art & heritage of Verona from this colorful
Shakespearean neighborhood-style hotel, featuring individual
guestroom décor, garden patio, Arya Bar & Mixology, bicycles | 62A

MONTENEGRO

Bordering the
Adriatic Sea, this captivating Balkan Peninsula
country provides fresh European adventures.
Discover stunning fjords, emerald mountains,
dramatic coastlines, medieval towns, worldclass harbors and exciting nightlife.

MONTENEGRO

BAY OF KOTOR

1

PORTONOVI
1

TIVAT
2

2

PORTONOVI
1 ONE&ONLY PORTONOVI | ✫✫✫✫✫ | On the doorstep of
enchanting Boka Bay, transformative elegance welcomes privileged
guests to beachfront serenity, private pool, villa & family suite options,
butler service, private chefs, Japanese & Italian cuisine, indoor &
outdoor pools, spa, kids & teen programs, curated experiences, golden
beach, watersports, private jetty & 2 speedboats | 123A
TIVAT
2 REGENT PORTO MONTENEGRO | ✫✫✫✫✫ | A perfect location
for sailing, revel in posh seafaring style with Venetian Renaissance flair,
balcony, up to 3-bedroom suite & kitchen options, striking marina &
Lovćen Mountain views, waterfront Mediterranean fare, patisserie, chic
bars, 4 pools including family pools, spa, Turkish bath | 175A, K
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Home of Van Gogh
and Rembrandt, iconic landscapes and
windmills, enjoy colorful canals and flowers,
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AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | A posh hotel
adjacent to Vondelpark, discover the city sights from family & M Club
Lounge options, contemporary appointments, American-inspired
steakhouse, vibrant Sorel’s Bar and Lounge, sauna | 396A
ANDAZ AMSTERDAM PRINSENGRACHT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Located
on the canal, immerse in trendy spaces, Observatorium-themed
Atrium, video art collection, silent garden, Chef ’s Table, Sunday Mad
Hatter’s Brunch, wellness spa, evening wine hour, bicycles | 122A

4

INTERCONTINENTAL® AMSTEL AMSTERDAM | ✫✫✫✫1/2 |
Noble-style reigns on the waterfront with 19th-century staircases,
dazzling chandeliers, French Mediterranean cuisine, high tea, river view
terrace, indoor pool, spa services, classic saloon boats | 79A

6

RENAISSANCE AMSTERDAM HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Minutes to
Central Station & Dam Square, unwind in deluxe club level & family
options, classic Italian dining, charming Koepelcafé, trendy bar | 402A
W AMSTERDAM | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Housed in 2 unique buildings, a
former telephone exchange & bank, experience Whatever/Whenever®
service, imaginative cuisine, rooftop W Lounge with panoramic city
views, WET® rooftop pool & terrace, afternoon tea, spa, DJ | 238A
WALDORF ASTORIA AMSTERDAM | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Housed
in six 17th-century canal palaces, indulge in uniquely designed
accommodations, canal views, butler service, 18th-century art, Michelin
star chef dining, afternoon tea, Amsterdam’s largest private courtyard,
indoor pool, spa | 93A
44 Jo ur ne s e . c o m | For letter descriptions, please see page 7
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KIMPTON DE WITT AMSTERDAM | ✫✫✫✫ | Sleek Dutch
boutique luxury awaits in city center, featuring 17th-century buildings,
immersive appointments & amenities, balconies, refined Californiainspired fare at Celia Amsterdam, hosted wine hour, bicycles | 274A
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Markets & Masterpieces | Stroll the Van Gogh Museum, visit the
shopping district and Nine Streets, plus discover the Flower Market,
Westerkerk Church and Jordaan District. | FD

HYATT REGENCY AMSTERDAM | ✫✫✫✫ | An eco-friendly
urban getaway close to the botanical gardens & iconic sites, refresh in
spacious nature-inspired guestrooms, Regency Club options, Indonesian
fare, Chef ’s Table, botanical-inspired bar, spa, bicycles | 211A

SAR

ESP

AMSTERDAM
Amsterdam Highlights & Cruise | Immerse in this Dutch capital’s
fascinating history beginning with a canal cruise, then explore Dam
Square, Koninklijk Palace and Anne Frank’s house. | FD

TER

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.

AMS
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PORTUGAL

PORTUGAL

From stunning beaches and
signature live music to cobbled streets and
incredible wines, immerse in captivating culture.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.

CASCAIS-ESTORIL
6–7
8 – 14
LISBON

LISBON
First Time in Lisbon | Trace Lisbon’s ancient history through
modern day, beginning at Chiado Square, then wander the cobblestone
streets, Baroque fountains and trendy districts. | HD
Trip to Sintra, Pena Palace & Regaleir | Delight in the imposing
castles and breathtaking scenery of this UNESCO World Heritage site,
enjoying underground caves, waterfalls and Sintra Natural Park. | FD
ALGARVE
1–5

Hotels

ALGARVE
CONRAD ALGARVE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Uniquely styled near Quinta do
Lago, indulge in fashionable family-friendly guestrooms & suites, private
balcony options, butler service, Michelin star chef dining, Portuguese
cuisine, infinity pool, Beach Club, indoor/outdoor spa, kids club | 154A
HILTON VILAMOURA AS CASCATAS GOLF RESORT & SPA |
✫✫✫✫ | A 5-acre oasis amid inviting gardens, delight in luxurious
guestrooms, kitchenette & family options, tapas by the sea, Mediterranean
barbecue, Italian cuisine, 6 pools with cascading waterfalls, expansive spa,
kids club, live music, shuttle to private beach & marina | 176A, K
PINE CLIFFS HOTEL, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT,
ALGARVE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | This clifftop refuge vaunts Moorish influenced
décor, family-friendly guestrooms, private ocean or garden view balconies,
Les Clefs d’Or Concierge, vast array of restaurants, champagne bar, 8
pools, 9-hole golf course, spa, kids club, cooking school, watersports,
activities, bicycles | 217A
PINE CLIFFS OCEAN SUITES, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT
& SPA, ALGARVE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Savor all-encompassing elegance at this
sprawling family beach resort, boasting classic Portuguese-inspired styling
in up to 3-bedroom suites with kitchens, stunning ocean views, range of
culinary venues, access to pools & golf at sister resort | 148A, K
4

6

PINE CLIFFS RESIDENCE, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT,
ALGARVE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Perched on the cliff above Falésia Beach, delight
in modern 2-3 bedroom Algarvian-style residential apartments with fully
equipped kitchenettes, outdoor terrace or balcony, access to pools, spa,
golf & activities at sister resort | 154A, K

7

CASCAIS-ESTORIL
INTERCONTINENTAL® CASCAIS-ESTORIL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | An
unparalleled setting along the Portuguese Riviera, indulge in lavish ocean
views, terrace dining, gourmet bar, afternoon tea, indoor & outdoor pools,
Spa Intercontinental by L’occitane, beach access | 59A
SHERATON CASCAIS RESORT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Minutes from
celebrated Guincho Beach & attractions, this upscale family-friendly resort
vaunts spacious luxury, up to 4-bedroom accommodations with kitchen/
kitchenette, terrace whirlpool options, Mediterranean gastronomy, pools,
Serenity Spa, kids club, activities, bicycles | 156A, K
45

PO RTUGA L

LISBON
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL RITZ LISBON | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Centrally located,
immerse in chic Louis XVI style, contemporary artwork, Michelin star chef
dining, Japanese fare, al fresco venue, afternoon tea, fresh catch experience,
indoor & outdoor pools, spa, children's activities, rooftop track | 282A

8

LISBON

PRAÇA DO MARQUÊS
DE POMBAL

H10 DUQUE DE LOULÉ BOUTIQUE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | A boutique
hotel graced with an 18th-century façade, savor traditional Portuguese
charm & modern panache, elegant amenities, fusion fare, rooftop terrace
bar with Tagus River views | 88A
INTERCONTINENTAL® LISBON | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Stroll to Eduardo VII
Park & trendy Avenida Liberdade Boulevard from this superlative hotel,
offering club level options, butler service, expansive city & Tagus River
views, family & terrace options, signature Akla Resturant, chic bar | 331A
PORTUGAL BOUTIQUE CITY HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | A central city
hub vaunting refinement, discover acclaimed designer-styled guestrooms
& suites, classic Portuguese dishes, access to sister resort's rooftop bar &
lounge, private wine cellar with tastings | 53A

OCEANÁRIO DE
LISBOA

MUSEU NACIONAL
DE ARTE ANTIGA
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THE ONE PALÁCIO DA ANUNCIADA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Housed in a
16th-century palace close to Lisbon Cathedral, unwind in comfortable
guestrooms & suites, family options, Portuguese fare, wine bar, indoor &
outdoor pools, spa, palace garden | 83A

ALSO OFFERING
SHERATON LISBOA HOTEL & SPA | ✫✫✫✫
THE EMERALD HOUSE LISBON, CURIO COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫

10

11

PORTO
INTERCONTINENTAL® PORTO - PALACIO DAS CARDOSAS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Set in the historic city center with Avenida dos Aliados views,
revive in elegant living spaces, Mediterranean & Portuguese cuisine,
British Library inspired bar, Wellness Center by CC | 105A
VILLA FOZ HOTEL & SPA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Harmonizing 19th-century
regal & modern-day design, relish oceanfront views, sublime décor &
amenities, Michelin star chef dining at Villa Foz Restaurant, chef-led
tasting menus & market visits, picnics, indoor pool, spa, Turkish bath,
watersports, bicycles | 68A

12

ALSO OFFERING
HILTON PORTO GAIA | ✫✫✫✫
SE CATEDRAL HOTEL PORTO, TAPESTRY COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫
VILA NOVA DE GAIA | HOTEL OFFERED
BOEIRA GARDEN HOTEL PORTO GAIA, CURIO COLLETION
BY HILTON | ✫✫✫✫ 1/2

15

TIP: Visit during June to celebrate Santos Populares or Popular
Saints, paying homage to saints with street parties, music, dance,
wine, grilled sardines and parades.
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SCOTLAND
NORTH
SEA

SCOTLAND

GLASGOW
9 – 11

EDINBURGH
1–8

SCOTLAND

Revel in verdant highlands,
sparkling lochs, craggy castles and royal
estates, plus unite in the country’s passion for
whisky, kilts, bagpipes, folk music and golf.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
SA
ROAD

AN

DE

RS
TRE

EDINBURGH
Secrets of the Royal Mile | Delight in picturesque Old Town and
the world-famous Royal Mile, uncovering Scottish tales at The Palace of
Holyrood, Edinburgh Castle and vibrant markets. | 2HRS

ET

LO

W

F E R RY

LAM

DR

EL

M

ER

RO

CH
D

GLASGOW
Walk Through Central Glasgow | Unveil the city’s cultural
treasures, stunning landmarks and architectural heritage, including
George Square and Merchant City. | 2.5HRS

CL
ER
K

ST

EDINBURGH

HOLYROOD
PARK

Hotels

1

EDINBURGH
HOTEL INDIGO® EDINBURGH - PRINCES STREET | ✫✫✫✫ |
Showcasing a mix of Victorian style & a contemporary feel, savor
stunning castle views, locally sourced cuisine, library | 61A
KIMPTON CHARLOTTE SQUARE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Perched
on a private garden with castle views, this upscale hotel boasts refined
accommodations, fusion dishes, indoor pool, spa, hosted social hour,
Tesla chauffeur service | 199A

2

3

SHERATON GRAND HOTEL & SPA, EDINBURGH | ✫✫✫✫ |
Discover this inspiring city center hotel with club level & spa guestroom
options, castle view accommodations, farm-to-table signature cuisine,
gin tasting, rooftop hydropool, indoor pool, urban thermal spa | 269A
WALDORF ASTORIA EDINBURGH - THE CALEDONIAN |
✫✫✫✫✫ | A former railway station minutes to Edinburgh Castle,
unwind in Victorian-inspired setting, castle facing options, celebrity
chef dining, afternoon tea, whiskey experiences, indoor pool, spa | 241A
ALSO OFFERING
HILTON EDINBURGH CARLTON | ✫✫✫✫
HOTEL INDIGO® EDINBURGH | ✫✫✫✫
INTERCONTINENTAL® EDINBURGH THE GEORGE | ✫✫✫✫
THE GLASSHOUSE, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫

4

GLASGOW
KIMPTON BLYTHSWOOD SQUARE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A
coveted historic address around George Square, relax in stately elegance
with wood paneling, marble fireplaces, fresh seafood, afternoon tea,
hosted social hour, indoor pool, spa, private gardens | 113A
9

10

VOCO® GRAND CENTRAL GLASGOW | ✫✫✫✫ | Attached to
Glasgow Central Station, this grand Victorian landmark vaunts a grand
staircase, marble floors, classic & local specialties, champagne bar,
afternoon tea | 230A
ALSO OFFERING
HOTEL INDIGO® GLASGOW | ✫✫✫✫

47

SL OVENIA & S PA IN

SLOVENIA

With picturesque alps and
lakes to the Adriatic Coast and Pannonian
Plains, delight in historic wonders and modern
energy, including the vibrant capital city of
Ljubljana, its 900-year old castle and fine arts.

PARK TIVOLI

LJUBLJANA

LJ UB LJ AN IC

Private Experience

A

GRAJSKI GRIČ

Below is a sample excursion to enhance your journey.
1

LJUBLJANA
Bled Excursion | Board a plenta, a traditional wooden boat, for a
ride to Bled Island visiting the St. Mary Church to ring its bell of wishes,
then explore the castle and a taste of its famed cream cake. | HD, T

Hotel

LJUBLJANA
INTERCONTINENTAL® LJUBLIJANA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Close to
Prešern Square, landmarks & cultural attractions, unwind in this
towering hotel with club level options, rooftop terrace & B-restaurant
with 360° views, indoor pool, 18th-floor Serenity Spa & Wellness | 165A

SPAIN

With celebrated art and gastronomy
in Madrid, avant-garde architecture in
Barcelona and Valencia, Moorish remnants
in Granada and Seville, and the sparkling
coastlines in Costa del Sol, live the
experiences of Spain.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
BARCELONA & MADRID
Barcelona: A Taste of Tapas | Tempt your palate with legendary
tapas from Andalusia, The Basque Region and Galicia, tasting an
assortment of delicacies, local favorites and authentic fare as you learn
about the Catalonian traditions. | 2.5HRS, M
Barcelona: Barcelona Experience | A city brimming with art and
architecture, see Gaudí’s famous buildings including La Sagrada Familia,
explore Plaza Catalonia and Las Ramblas, then enjoy time to relax at the
city’s breathtaking beaches. | FD
Madrid: Historic Madrid | From medieval churches to bustling
modern city squares, delight in the Plaza Mayor and the city’s Gothic
heritage at Ramales, plus stroll the Royal Palace and Latin Quarter. | HD
Madrid: Visit to Malasaña Neighborhood | Uncover the past and
present at the Iglesia San Antonio del los Alamenes with its intricate
frescos, plus sample the city’s famous ham at Jamonería López Pascual
and delight in Malasaña’s art treasures. | HD
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AVINGUDA DEL PARALLEL
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2

PORT OF
BARCELONA

3

BARCELONA
COTTON HOUSE HOTEL, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫1/2 | Possessing the splendor of its cotton history close to
Las Ramblas, this luxury icon boasts a grand entrance, sublime
interiors, Mediterranean fare, terrace dining, glass conservatory,
rooftop pool, spa access, library | 83A, CNT
H10 CUBIK | ✫✫✫✫ | Steps away from the Gothic Quarter, this
hotel offers cutting-edge modern design, rooftop bar, signature tapas,
stunning views, 8th-floor terrace with plunge pool | 101A
H10 MADISON | ✫✫✫✫ | Just moments to the Barcelona
Cathedral, this architecturally refined hotel features contemporary
styling, rooftop pool & bar with panoramic city views | 101A
H10 URQUINAONA PLAZA | ✫✫✫✫ | Housed within a
modernized historic 19th-century building, delight in elegant family
options, courtyard garden, Lluna rooftop bar with terrace & plunge
pool, library | 75A

4

5

HOTEL ARTS BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | This waterfront
masterpiece of blue glass & refined steel offers club level options, city
or sea views, Michelin star chef dining, award-winning mixologist, new
Marina Coastal Club with beachfront pools, dining & live music, 43rdfloor spa, kids club & amenities, chef-led experiences | 483A
HOTEL SOFIA BARCELONA, IN THE UNBOUND COLLECTION
BY HYATT | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Personalized luxury reigns in the upscale
Les Corts area, boasting club level options, an array of creative culinary
offerings, pastry café, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, garden | 465A

6

7

KIMPTON VIVIDORA HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | An inviting Gothic
Quarter retreat, revel in Spanish inspiration in artful urban-style
accommodations, Mediterranean fare, sleek rooftop pool, terrace &
bar, spa treatments, resident artists & musicians, hosted social hour,
bicycles & longboards | 156A
LE MÉRIDIEN BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Chic & inviting on
Las Ramblas, indulge in terrace & family suite options, traditional
Spanish dishes, Explore Spa Studio, Unlock Art™ program, culinary
experiences, family activities | 231A
ME BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Moments from Plaça Catalunya,
experience modern spaces infused with a cultural & artistic vibe, private
Jacuzzi® terrace & ME+ service options, Mediterranean urban-gourmet
fare, vegetable garden, rooftop bar & pool, spa, cultural program,
resident DJ | 164A

8

9

THE BARCELONA EDITION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A short stroll to
the Barcelona Cathedral, this city center boutique hotel vaunts luxe
accommodations with private terraces, alluring cabaret club, curated
drinks in Punch Room, rooftop pool & bar, skyline views, live
entertainment | 100A

10

TIP: Just a few minutes' walk from Park Güell, enjoy lunch at Terra Mía
Restaurant offering a quaint setting, great service, quality ingredients
and renowned Spanish/Italian fusion cuisine.
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SPAIN

11

BARCELONA
THE ONE BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Steps from Gaudí’s Pedrera,
experience chic designer living spaces, terrace options, Les Clef d’Or
Concierge, panoramic city views, tapas & classic cuisine, elegant
dining, Mood Rooftop Bar, 9th-floor plunge pool, solarium, spa | 88A
W BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A glam hotspot on the famous
Barcenoleta Boardwalk, enjoy beachfront access, breathtaking sea & city
views, terrace Jacuzzi® options, Whatever/Whenever® service, FIRE with
organic ingredients rooftop bar, indoor & infinity pools, spa, DJ | 473A

ALSO OFFERING
H10 CASA MIMOSA | ✫✫✫✫
H10 METROPOLITAN | ✫✫✫✫
HOTEL INDIGO® BARCELONA - PLAZA CATALUNYA | ✫✫✫✫
INTERCONTINENTAL® BARCELONA | ✫✫✫✫✫
MELIÁ BARCELONA SARRIÀ | ✫✫✫✫
MELIÁ BARCELONA SKY | ✫✫✫✫
RENAISSANCE BARCELONA HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫
THE LEVEL AT MELIÁ BARCELONA SKY | ✫✫✫✫1/2

12

CÓRDOBA
H10 PALACIO COLOMERA | ✫✫✫✫ | An architectural gem in
Plaza de las Tendillas, savor inspired sophistication, rooftop bar with
stunning panoramas, patio with plunge pool, atrium | 44A

22

COSTA DEL SOL
HOTEL DON PEPE GRAN MELIÁ | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A distinguished
Marbella beachfront resort near the marina, delight in stunning sea
views, RedLevel & family options, butler service, open-air dining,
new grill-wine bar, sushi bar, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, kids club,
activities & classes, live music | 194A

23

21

24

HOTEL MELIÁ COSTA DEL SOL | ✫✫✫✫ | Situated on the
spectacular Bajondillo Beach, this seafront hotel in Torremolinos
features The Level options, endless sea views, fresh Malaga flavors,
rooftop pool & bar, Thalasso Spa, kids club, live music, dance &
Spanish classes | 540A
MELIÁ MARBELLA BANÚS | ✫✫✫✫ | Set in the famed Golden
Mile near the beach & lively urban center, relax in The Level & family
options, fine regional cuisine, outdoor dining, family & adults-only
areas with pools, spa, Turkish bath, kids club | 200A
THE WESTIN LA QUINTA GOLF RESORT & SPA, BENAHAVIS,
MARBELLA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Bound by the mountains & sea, this
golf lover’s oasis boasts a 27-hole championship course, terrace &
panoramic view options, healthy, energizing cuisine, lagoon-style pool,
Heavenly Spa by Westin™, kids club, Sprunch: Spa + Brunch | 170A

GRANADA
HOTEL PALACIO DE SANTA PAULA, AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A restored 12th-century home &
16th-century convent in the heart of the city, celebrate timeless
appointments & modern sophistication, stone courtyards, authentic
Andalusian fare in El Claustro Restaurant, Turkish bath & sauna | 75A
MELIÁ GRANADA | ✫✫✫✫ | The perfect hub for culture &
shopping, bask in views of the Alhambra, classic-style guestrooms,
family & terrace city view options, traditional cuisine with an avantgarde twist, elegant bar | 232A
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34

RETIRO PARK
MADRID ATOCHA
RAILWAY STATION

MADRID
ALOFT MADRID GRAN VIA | ✫✫✫✫ | A contemporary, centrally
located urban retreat near Plaza del Callao, enjoy platform beds, Bliss®
spa amenities, balcony options, rooftop terrace pool & chic bar with
magnificent skyline views | 139A
H10 PUERTA DE ALCALÁ | ✫✫✫✫ | Vaunting modern design in
the Salamanca neighborhood, enjoy panoramic views, terrace options,
Mediterranean tapas, rooftop terrace with plunge pool | 138A
H10 VILLA DE LA REINA BOUTIQUE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | This
intimate hotel, located on the central Gran Viá with easy metro access,
bestows elegant interiors with French flair, private terrace & outdoor
Jacuzzi® options, La Villa Bar with light dishes & tapas, library | 74A
HOTEL FÉNIX GRAN MELIÁ | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A chic Plaza de Colón
hotel in the Salamanca neighborhood, bask in private Jacuzzi® terrace
& RedLevel options, butler service, spectacular view Mediterranean
dining, DRY Martini Bar, tea time, Japanese robata grill, Thai Room
Wellness area with themed treatment rooms | 189A

30

31

HOTEL PALACIO DEL RETIRO, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫ | Near The Prado Museum & Retiro Park, live like
royalty in this modernized 1908 luxury palace which is a National
Heritage protected building featuring original frescos & woodwork,
Mediterranean gastronomy, spa treatments, sauna & steam rooms | 50A
HYATT CENTRIC GRAN VIA MADRID | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Poised
amid lively Gran Viá, unwind in contemporary urban luxury,
custom-designed furniture, scenic city views, curated Hielo y Carbón
restaurant, rooftop bar, Ondas media studio | 159A
INTERCONTINENTAL® MADRID | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A discerning
elegant retreat inspired by palacial grandeur close to the designer
boutiques in Salamanca, revel in Club InterContinental options, butler
service, chef-led Spanish haute cuisine, garden terrace dining, Art
Deco bar, plush spa | 302A

32

MELIÁ MADRID PRINCESA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Featuring a city center
location, unwind in avant-garde guestrooms, views of historical sites,
The Level & family options, international bites, tapas lounge, indoor
pool, YHI Wellness spa | 273A

33

34

35

TIP: The menú del día is a great way to sample traditional dishes,
many of them casera or homemade. This favorite midday meal
includes two courses, drinks and dessert.
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36

MADRID
PALACIO DE LOS DUQUES GRAN MELIÁ | ✫✫✫✫ | A 19thcentury palace near the Royal Palace, savor RedLevel & family options,
butler service, Michelin star chef dining, wine bar, historic garden,
rooftop terrace with bar & pool, Thai Room Wellness | 180A
SANTO MAURO, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, MADRID |
✫✫✫✫ | Once home to the Duke of Santo Mauro, discover 19thcentury French inspiration across 3 buildings, historical gardens,
palatial appointments & amenities, uniquely themed public spaces,
library-styled Mediterranean restaurant, wine bar | 49A

37

THE WESTIN PALACE, MADRID | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Topped by a
stained glass dome in the renowned Art Walk area, rest in palatial
luxury, famed 1912 Museo Bar, elegant Spanish fare, Asian bites &
sushi bar, solarium, rooftop terrace, in-room spa treatments, Opera &
Brunch experience | 470A

ALSO OFFERING
ATOCHA HOTEL MADRID, TAPESTRY COLLECITON BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫
HILTON MADRID AIRPORT | ✫✫✫✫ | 
HOTEL INDIGO® MADRID - GRAN VIA | ✫✫✫✫
ME MADRID REINA VICTORIA | ✫✫✫✫1/2
THE MADRID EDITION | ✫✫✫✫1/2

38

44

45

46

47

48

SEVILLE
H10 CASA DE LA PLATA | ✫✫✫✫ | Traditional elements &
refinement abounds in the historic center of Seville, featuring polished
Andalusian-inspired living, family options, hand painted accents,
courtyard breakfast dining, relaxing bar | 73A
HOTEL ALFONSO XIII, A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL,
SEVILLE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A prestigious Santa Cruz landmark, this
historic hotel bestows Castilian & Moorish spaces, Les Clefs d’Or
Concierge, Andalusian cuisine, Art Deco bar, terrace garden dining,
outdoor pool | 148A
HOTEL COLÓN GRAN MELIÁ | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Timeless luxury with
an avant-garde flair awaits in the heart of this historical city, featuring
RedLevel options, butler service, traditional southern Spanish cuisine,
terrace pool, spa, Turkish bath, library | 189A
HOTEL QUERENCIA DE SEVILLA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION |
✫✫✫✫ | Minutes to Seville Cathedral & the Royal Alcazar, experience
Andalusian-modern living, authentic regional fare, live Spanish guitar
music & flamenco in La Maestría Bar, rooftop pool, art collection | 95A
MELIÁ SEVILLA | ✫✫✫✫ | Located in the heart of the city across
from Parque de Maria Luisa, bask in The Level & family options,
international & barbeque dishes, outdoor pool with Plaza España
views, relaxing spa | 365A

VALENCIA
THE WESTIN VALENCIA | ✫✫✫✫ | Close to city life, this
Art Deco-style hotel boasts private terrace Jacuzzi® options, local
Mediterranean & Japanese fare, outdoor dining, indoor pool & garden,
replenishing spa | 135A
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SW ITZER LAND
ZURICH
6–8
LUCERNE
4–5
SWITZERLAND

Adorned with ravishing
lakes, lush alpine peaks and sophisticated
villages, immerse in urban art and culture.

Hotels

GENEVA
1–3

1

SWITZERLAND

2

GENEVA
HOTEL PRESIDENT WILSON, A LUXURY COLLECTION
HOTEL, GENEVA | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Fronting Lake Geneva, revel in sleek
distinguished style, private terraces, lake views, Michelin star French
cuisine at Bayview, Lebanese fare at Arabesque, chic bar, outdoor pool,
spa, bicycles | 226A
INTERCONTINENTAL® GENÈVE | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Featuring iconic
luxury & scenic Lake Geneva views, immerse in elegant design, modern
international cuisine, wine cellar, pool, spa, cigar lounge | 333A
THE RITZ-CARLTON HOTEL DE LA PAIX, GENEVA | ✫✫✫✫✫ |
Extolling Alps, Mont-Blanc & Lake Geneva views, this dignified haven
boasts opulent accommodations & amenities, balconies, Nordic-fusion
cuisine, art-inspired bar, Ritz Kids program, culinary experiences | 74A

3

4

LUCERNE
RENAISSANCE LUCERNE HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | Steps to Old Town,
Chapel Bridge & Lake Lucerne, discover a revived century-old palace
offering spacious avant-garde living, Mexican bites, Boca Grande Bar &
Smoker’s Lounge | 87A

5

THE HOTEL LUCERNE, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ |
Notable French architect Jean Nouvel-created hotel amid the heart of
the city, delight in individually designed studios & suites, film-themed
décor & ambience, chic restaurant & bar | 30A

ZURICH
NEUSS SCHLOSS PRIVAT HOTEL ZURICH, AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION | ✫✫✫✫ | Refined Art Deco-style luxury beckons
at the doorstep of Lake Zurich & the Paradeplatz, vaunting playful
appointments, balcony or terrace options, Mediterranean eatery | 57A

6

7

PARK HYATT ZURICH | ✫✫✫✫✫ | On the shores of Lake Zurich,
enjoy residential-inspired guestrooms, Masters of Food & Wine cuisine
series, acclaimed Swiss cuisine, wine library, trendy cigar & whiskey bar,
terrace dining, afternoon tea, spa, baby amenities | 138A
ZURICH MARRIOTT HOTEL | ✫✫✫✫ | A stellar location to
explore the city, recharge along the Limmat River banks in M Club Lounge
options, floor-to-ceiling windows, Thai restaurant, classic Swiss fare at
eCHO, New York-inspired bar, sauna, solarium & massage services | 266A

8

TIP: The Grindelwald World Snow Festival takes place annually in
January. This unforgettable event features artists and sculptors from
around the world that specialize in ice sculptures.
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10

TÜRKIYE

Endowed with a stunning skyline,
artistic treasures and epic history, delight in the
Grand Bazaar, remarkable cuisine and taverns.

Private Experiences

Below is a sampling of excursions to enhance your journey.
ISTANBUL
Bosphorus & Asia Experience | After a cruise along the Bosphorus,
visit the Spice Market, then take in stunning views from Camlica Hill and
Beyleberbeyi Palace. | FD, D, M, T

YILDIZ
PARK
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1

Grand Bazaar, Spice Market & Turkish Hans | Learn about Turkish
trade and traditions at the Grand Bazaar, visit the famed Hagia Sophia,
then take in the vibrant colors and scents at the Spice Market. | 2.5HRS, D

Hotels

ISTANBUL
CONRAD ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | A fusion of
Turkish opulence & modern style, delight in Executive Level options,
Mediterranean fare, terrace bar with city views, patisserie, live music,
indoor & outdoor pools, spa, hammam | 553A

2

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ISTANBUL AT THE BOSPHORUS |
✫✫✫✫✫ | Graced with stunning Bosphorus Straight views, this former
19th-century Ottoman palace features elegant spaces, Anatolian delicacies,
afternoon tea, indoor & outdoor pools, spa, children’s amenities | 170A
GRAND HYATT ISTANBUL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Experience this relaxing
Taksim Square retreat featuring Grand Club & kitchenette options,
distinctive indoor & outdoor dining venues, local fare, cognac bar, afternoon
tea, outdoor pool, spa, Turkish bath | 360A, K

3

4

5

6

INTERCONTINENTAL® ISTANBUL | ✫✫✫✫1/2 | Stroll to Taksim
Square & the boardwalk from Club InterContinental options, skyline bar,
international al fresco dining, Turkish & Ottoman cuisine, wine cellar, pools
including a children's pool, spa, hammam, live music | 390A
PARK HYATT ISTANBUL - MACKA PALAS | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Set in the
trendy Nişantaşi district brimming with attractions, relax in spa guestrooms
with Turkish bath options, Master of Food & Wine culinary series,
steakhouse, The Wine Bar, rooftop terrace pool, spa | 90A
SHANGRI-LA BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Poised along
the Bosphorus strait in the Beşiktaş district, immerse in Asian-inspired
Ottoman elegance, plush amenities, heated marble floors, butler service,
Chinese & international cuisine, indoor & children's pools, spa | 186A
THE ST. REGIS ISTANBUL | ✫✫✫✫✫ | Residing in the vibrant
Nişantaşi district, bask in opulence with signature butler service, rooftop
Wolfgang Puck restaurant, indoor pools, spa, contemporary art collection,
Family Traditions program | 118A

ALSO OFFERING
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL ISTANBUL AT SULTANAHMET |
✫✫✫✫✫
HAGIA SOFIA MANSIONS ISTANBUL, CURIO COLLECTION BY
HILTON | ✫✫✫✫
W ISTANBUL | ✫✫✫✫
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VACATION COVERAGE & GENERAL INFORMATION
VACATION
COVERAGE
VACATION COVERAGE
Prepare for
vacation
plansplans
with Journese’
extensive
travel
plans,
which offer
benefits,
coverage
and assistance services
designed
Prepare
for unexpected
unexpectedevents
eventsthat
thatimpact
influence
vacation
with Journese’
Cancel
forprotection
Any Reason
Protection
Plan
coverage.
Our comprehensive
travel protection
to meet
travelers’
rates. for travelers and a seamless cancellation process. Two options are available, Cancel for Any Reason - Cash Back option or
plan
offers
a cashneeds
back at
oraffordable
voucher option
Cancel
for Any Reason
Travel Protection
Plan: - Voucher option, both allowing cancellations for any reason.
Journese’
Cancel
For Any Reasonvacations
Protection Plans includes our Pre-Travel Benefits combined with Post-Departure Travel Insurance Benefits.
• Exclusively
for land/non-cruise
• One plan with two pre-departure waiver options
• Cancel for Any Reason - Cash Back: with this option, refunds are paid back in the original form of payment (cash, check or credit card)
• Cancel for Any Reason - Future Travel Credit (FTC): for this more affordable option, compensation for non-refundable and/or components under cancellation
penalty is paid in the form of credit for future travel with Journese while the remaining balance is refunded to the original form of payment
Cruise Protection Plan Plus: Exclusively for cruise vacations
Both plans include Pre-Departure Travel Arrangement and Waiver Benefits combined with Post-Departure Travel Insurance Benefits.
JOURNESE’ PRE-DEPARTURE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT AND WAIVER
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Price Protection
• Change Coverage
• Trip Cancellation Benefits
POST-DEPARTURE TRAVEL INSURANCE BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Trip Interruption can reimburse expenses for unused non-refundable land travel
arrangements, plus additional transportation costs paid, if you interrupt your trip
for a covered reason.
• Pre-Existing Medical Condition Exclusion Waiver when plan is purchased with
your initial deposit/payment for your trip, provided you are not already disabled
from travel at time of purchase.

• Accident & Sickness Medical Expense Benefit can cover medical expenses
incurred during your trip.
• Emergency Medical Evacuation, Medical Repatriation, and Return of Remains
Coverage
• Baggage and Personal Effects
• Trip Delay
• Missed Connection
• Baggage Delay
• Accidental Death and Dismemberment
PLUS Generali Global Assistance (non-insurance assistance services, which include
travel, medical, business and concierge services).

GENERAL INFORMATION
All transportation and accommodations featured in this brochure are arranged by Hawaii World,
SM
LLC (dba Journese ), 2404 Townsgate Road, Westlake Village, California, 91361. Complete
information, including terms and conditions, is available online at journese.com.
RESPONSIBILITY
The suppliers providing transportation, sightseeing arrangements, tours, shore excursions and
property/cruise accommodations (“Suppliers”) for the vacations are independent contractors and
are not agents, affiliates, representatives or employees of Journese, or any of its subsidiaries, related
companies, or parents (“Journese Parties”). Journese has no ownership interest in any Supplier. Any
use of the Journese name by a Supplier is for identification purposes only and does not constitute
ownership, agency, supervision or control by Journese. All documentation, receipts and tickets
are issued subject to the terms and conditions specified by the Supplier. By utilizing the services
of the Suppliers, you agree that neither Journese nor any of the Journese Parties shall be liable for
(1) any accident, loss, injury or damage to you or to those traveling with you in connection with
any accommodations, transportation or other services or resulting directly or indirectly from any
occurrences or conditions including, but not limited to, negligence, defects in vehicles, equipment
malfunction, strikes, “Acts of God,” riots, terrorist acts or threats, wars, acts of governmental
authority, theft, delays, weather conditions, environmental conditions, cancellations or changes in
itineraries or schedules or (2) loss or damage to property or injury to persons, caused by reason
of any act or omission, intentional, negligent or otherwise by such third party Suppliers. Journese
makes no implied or expressed warranties in the offering of any vacation described in these
materials. Remember that all travel documents and required personal identification, as well as
compliance with all applicable governmental regulations and requirements, is your responsibility.
The terms under which you agree to take a vacation cannot be changed or amended except in
writing, signed by an authorized officer of Journese. The customer contract in use by the airline,
when issued, constitutes the sole agreement between you and the airline. The right is reserved to
decline to accept or retain any person as a member of the vacation at any time prior to departure
or during the course of the vacation. In the unlikely event that the services or accommodations
are not available as stated, due to reasons beyond Journese’ control, efforts will be made to provide
services or accommodations of equal standard and quality. Any dispute arising out of, or relating to,
any vacations offered shall be submitted to non-binding arbitration under the Federal Arbitration
Act. Refer to the travel information enclosed with travel documents for assistance once travel
has commenced or contact our Customer Experience Department at Journese, 2404 Townsgate
Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361 in writing within 30 days of your return regarding service issue
disputes. In those cases where a refund is warranted, all unused documentation must be returned in
order to process the refund.

TRAVEL CONSUMER RESTITUTION FUND DISCLOSURE
This transaction is covered by the California Travel Consumer Restitution Fund (TCRF) if the
seller of travel was registered and participating in the TCRF at the time of sale and the passenger is
located in California at the time of payment. Eligible passengers may file a claim with TCRF if the
passenger is owed a refund of more than $50 for transportation or travel services which the seller of
travel failed to forward to a proper provider or such money was not refunded to you when required.
The maximum amount which may be paid by the TCRF to any one passenger is the total amount
paid on behalf of the passenger to the seller of travel, not to exceed $15,000. A claim must be
submitted to the TCRF within 12 months after the scheduled completion date of the travel. A claim
must include sufficient documentation to prove your claim and a $35 processing fee. Claimants
must agree to waive their right to other civil remedies against a registered participating seller of
travel for matters arising out of a sale for which you file a TCRF claim. You may request a claim
form by writing to: Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation; P.O. Box 6001; Larkspur, CA 949776001; or by visiting TCRC’s website at: www.tcrcinfo.org. For customers located outside California
at the time of payment: This transaction is not covered by the TCRF.
© 2022 Hawaii World, LLC (dba Journese®). All rights reserved. Contents of this brochure may not
be reproduced in any form without permission. Maps and images may not be exact or to scale and
are for general description purposes only. Journese does not assume responsibility for errors or
omissions in this brochure. General information and contents in this brochure described herein are
subject to change at any time at Journese’ sole discretion without notice.
*For complete terms and conditions visit www.journese.com/traveladvisors/bestprice
Cover image: Paris, France
Photo credits:
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In addition to Europe, Journese offers vacations to:

ASIA, MALDIVES AND UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
2022 – 2023

HAWAII 2023 – 2 0 2 4

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
2023 – 2024

MEXICO, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
2022 – 2023

The USTOA $1 Million Travelers Assistance Program
Journese shares the coverage available under the USTOA $1 Million Travelers Assistance Program with affiliates of
Pleasant Holidays, LLC who, as an Active Member of the USTOA, is required to post $1 Million with USTOA to
be used to reimburse, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the USTOA $1 Million Travelers Assistance
Program, the advance payments of Journese customers in the unlikely event of Journese bankruptcy, insolvency
or cessation of business. Further, you should understand that the $1 Million posted by Pleasant Holidays, LLC and
shared among its affiliates may be sufficient to provide only a partial recovery of the advance payments received by
Journese. More details of the USTOA Travelers Assistance Program and a list of affiliates may be obtained by writing
to USTOA at 345 Seventh Avenue, Suite 1801, New York, New York 10001, or by email to information@ustoa.com
or by visiting their website at www.USTOA.com.
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C A R IB B EA N 2023 – 2024

SO UTH PACIFIC 2022 – 2023

U N ITED STAT ES AND CANADA
2023 – 2024

Begin your Journese experience by calling your
Travel Advisor.

